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A team of autonomous robots working in parallel has a
high potential to accomplish an assigned task faster than
a single robot. To achieve this target, two fundamental
challenges need to be addressed: �e first challenge is to
assign actions to robots under the coordination of the team
so that the task can be finished more effectively. �e second
challenge is the environment mapping for robots navigation
and path planning under unknown environments. As above,
the dynamic task assignment of multirobot may be achieved
using a self-organizing map based feature, reaching real-time
collision-free robot path through sensor measurement in the
environment. �erefore, the development of an algorithm
to incorporate task assignment, path planning, and tracking
control of amultirobot system is an indispensable mission for
autonomous robots.

�is special issue contains original research articles
to address problems in both conventional and emerging
human-robot interaction fields.

�e paper “A Swarm Robotic Exploration Strategy Based
on an Improved Random Walk Method” by B. Pang et al.
presents an improved random-walk method in which each
robot adjusts its step size adaptively to reduce the number
of repeated searches. An environment can be searched far
more efficiently if the appropriate search strategy is used.
Because of the limited individual abilities of swarm robots,
namely, local sensing and low processing power, random
searching is the main search strategy used in swarm robotics.
�e random-walk methods that are used most commonly
are Brownian motion and Lévy flight, both of which mimic
the self-organized behavior of social insects. However, both

methods are somewhat limited when applied to swarm
robotics, where having the robots search repeatedly can
result in highly inefficient searching. �erefore, by analyzing
the characteristics of swarm robotic exploration, this paper
proposes an improved RW method based on the density of
robots in the environment. Each swarm robot adjusts its step
size adaptively to arrive at other areas, and the proposed
method distributes the robots uniformly in the environment
to reduce the number of repeated searches.

�e paper “Toward Dynamic Monitoring and Suppress-
ing Uncertainty in Wildfire by Multiple Unmanned Air
Vehicle System” by S. Rabinovich et al. presents an efficient
response and persistent monitoring method for a wildfire.
A crucial aspect is the ability to search for the boundaries
of the wildfire by exploring a wide area. However, even
as wildfires are increasing today, the number of available
monitoring systems that can provide support is decreasing,
creating an operational gap and slow response in such
urgent situations. �e objective of this work is to estimate a
propagating boundary and create an autonomous system that
works in real time. It proposes a coordination strategy with
a new methodology for estimating the periphery of a prop-
agating phenomenon using limited observations. �e com-
plete system design, tested on the high-fidelity simulation,
demonstrates that steering the vehicles towards the highest
perpendicular uncertainty generates the effective predictions.
�e results indicate that the new coordination scheme has
a large beneficial impact on uncertainty suppression. �is
study thus suggests that an efficient solution for suppressing
uncertainty in monitoring a wildfire is to use a fleet of
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low-cost unmanned aerial vehicles that can be deployed
quickly.

�e paper “Optimal Skipping Rates: Training Agents with
Fine-Grained Control Using Deep Reinforcement Learning”
by A. Khan et al. presents the method for how the number
of skip counts influences the learning process by employ-
ing convolutional deep neural networks (CDNN) with Q-
learning and experience replay in a new game learning
environment known as VizDoom. Game AI is one of the
emerging, focused, and active research areas in artificial
intelligence because computer games are the best test-beds
for testing theoretical ideas in AI before practically applying
them in real life world. Similarly, VizDoom is an artificial
intelligence research platform based onDoom used for visual
deep reinforcement learning in 3D game environments such
as first-person shooters (FPS). While learning, the speed of
the learning agent greatly depends on the number of frames
the agent is permitted to skip. �e agent is trained and tested
on Doom’s basic scenario(s) where the results are compared
and found to be 10% better than the existing state-of-the-art
research work on Doom based agents.

�e paper “Human-Machine Interface for a Smart
Wheelchair” byA.Hartman andV.K.Nandikolla presents the
integration of hardware and soware with sensor technology
and computer processing to develop the next generation
intelligent wheelchair. �e focus is a computer cluster design
to test high performance computing for smart wheelchair
operation and human interaction. �e LabVIEW cluster
is developed for real-time autonomous path planning and
sensor data processing. Four small form factor computers are
connected over a Gigabit Ethernet local area network to form
the computer cluster. Autonomous programs are distributed
across the cluster for increased task parallelism to improve
processing time performance.

�e paper “Particle Filter and Finite Impulse Response
Filter Fusion and Hector SLAM to Improve the Performance
of Robot Positioning” by A. Bassiri et al. presents a hybrid
(PF/FIR) algorithm for robot positioning in harsh environ-
ments, where there are more noise and sudden changes.
�is paper uses a hybrid filter algorithm for the indoor
positioning system for robot navigation integrating Particle
Filter (PF) algorithm and Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filter algorithm to ensure the continuity of the positioning
solution. Additionally, the Hector Simultaneous Localisation
and Mapping (Hector SLAM) algorithm is used to map the
environment and improve the accuracy of the navigation.
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An environment can be searched far more efficiently if the appropriate search strategy is used. Because of the limited individual
abilities of swarm robots, namely, local sensing and low processing power, random searching is the main search strategy used
in swarm robotics. The random walk methods that are used most commonly are Brownian motion and Lévy flight, both of which
mimic the self-organized behavior of social insects. However, bothmethods are somewhat limited when applied to swarm robotics,
where having the robots search repeatedly can result in highly inefficient searching. Therefore, by analyzing the characteristics
of swarm robotic exploration, this paper proposes an improved random walk method in which each robot adjusts its step
size adaptively to reduce the number of repeated searches by estimating the density of robots in the environment. Simulation
experiments and experiments with actual robots are conducted to study the effectiveness of the proposed method and evaluate
its performance in an exploration mission. The experimental results presented in this paper show that an area is covered more
efficiently using the proposed method than it is using either Brownian motion or Lévy flight.

1. Introduction

A complex problem in robotics and one that has received
widespread attention is area exploration, which is used for
various tasks including planetary exploration [1], search
and rescue [2], foraging for food [3], and nanoscale drug
delivery [4]. In area exploration, the core research issue is
how to traverse an unknown area effectively. In a very large
environment, it is relatively inefficient to have just one robot
traverse the entire area. Instead, the exploration should be
done using a multirobot approach, and swarm robots are
used widely for this type of area exploration because of
their robustness, flexibility, and scalability [5]. Most existing
search methods depend on delicate systems of sensors (e.g.,
odometers and ultrasound radar) and sophisticated mapping
algorithms [6, 7]. However, swarm robots, with their limited
individual abilities (i.e., local sensing and low processing
power), do not support complex localization and mapping,
and instead they generally use a random walk (RW) as
the area-exploration strategy. RWs can be divided into two
categories, namely, (i) uncorrelated RWs, where the direction

moved at each step is completely random, and (ii) correlated
RWs, where there is a correlation between successive step
orientations [8]. The main difference between the two types
of RW is that in a correlated RW each step orientation is
influenced by either the previous direction or the direction
toward a given target. The RW methods studied herein refer
mainly to uncorrelated RWs, the most commonly used being
Brownian motion (BM) and Lévy flight (LF).

BM is the random motion of particles that are suspended
in a fluid, and it results from the particles colliding with the
fast-moving molecules of the fluid [9].This pattern of motion
involves a particle alternating its position randomly from
one domain to another. BM is a continuous-time stochastic
process and is usually described by the Wiener process.
Because it is relatively easy to realize, BM has been used
widely in robotics for random searching [10–12]. Each robot is
regarded as a particle whose step size is normally distributed
and each of whose movements is in an isotropically random
direction. Wagner et al. [13] used robots with no sensory
inputs to cover the gray area by means of BM; even though
this method is not optimal, it has the advantages of (i)
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requiring no sensors and (ii) being relatively inexpensive and
tolerant. Furthermore, a novel RWmethod based on BM has
been proposed to improve the area coverage ratio by allowing
the motion of each robot to be influenced by landmarks
installed in the environment [14].

An LF is an RW by which the walker can travel a large
distance by taking many short steps and the occasional long
step [15]. The step size has a power-law distribution, and a
robot using LF is more likely to reach a remote area than is
one that uses BM. Generally speaking, searching for a target
and foraging can both be viewed as exploration missions.The
foraging behaviors of many creatures in nature resemble LF,
such as (i) the flight trajectories of albatrosses when foraging
[16, 17], (ii) the intermittent foraging flight trajectories of fruit
flies [18], and (iii) the flight trajectories of pelagic seabirds
[19]. As Viswanathan et al. [20] noted, when the target
sites are sparse and can be visited any number of times,
an inverse-square power-law distribution of flight lengths,
corresponding to LF, is an optimal strategy. When the target
sites are abundant, simple Brownian motion is sufficiently
efficient [21]. Fricke et al. evaluated the effectiveness of a
LF search strategy and used a genetic algorithm to map
the relationship between the search parameters and target
configurations [22]. For the exploration missions of swarm
robotics, many studies have used LF as the search strategy to
improve the searching efficiency (SE). Fujisawa and Dobata
showed that the LF search strategy maximized the SE of
swarm robots by using pheromone to communicate with
each other [23]. Schroeder et al. proposed a control law
that combines a virtual pheromone and LF for efficient area
coverage [24].

Although an exploration mission can be completed using
either BM or LF, several deficiencies remain. BM is better
for local searching and LF is better for global searching.
For a balance between local searching and global searching,
Deshpande et al. proposed a control law for efficient area
coverage in a robot swarm by using a pheromone and by
switching adaptively between BM and LF [25]. Sutantyo
combined LF and an artificial potential field to improve
the SE, with the potential field generating a repulsive force
between pairs of robots, thereby dispersing neighboring
robots [26]. Palmieri proposed using a weighted RW to
find multiple paths among dynamical obstacles to improve
the performance of robot navigation [27]. To explore the
correlation between RW methods and the environment,
Dimidov et al. used a swarm of Kilobots to search for
a static target in different environments; the experimental
results revealed which type of RW was best suited to each
experimental scenario [28].

All the aforementioned methods achieved a certain
degree of progress, but there still exist some problems. For
one, BM and LF are used mainly for exploration missions
conducted by a single robot. With swarm robots, having too
many robots perform the exploration mission concurrently
not only produces more instances of physical interference
but also causes repeated searches, thereby reducing the SE
markedly. The existing random search methods are there-
fore less efficient for swarm robotic exploration missions.
Furthermore, the existing methods are based mostly on

pheromones to simulate the foraging behavior of an ant
colony, but such methods have considerable limitations in
practical applications. Instead, what is proposed herein is
an improved RW method in which each robot adjusts its
step size adaptively by estimating the density of robots in
the environment. The average time interval between two
instances of physical interference is used to estimate the robot
density; the shorter the time interval, the higher the density.
When the robot density is relatively high, each robot searches
a relatively small region with a relatively short step size;
when the robot density is relatively low, each robot searches
a relatively large region with a relatively long step size.
To maintain a certain minimum distance between any two
robots, one robot will turn directly away from another robot
if obstacle avoidance occurs between them. Eventually, by
adjusting their step sizes adaptively and by controlling their
searching directions, the swarm robots become distributed
evenly in the environment and each robot searches its own
local area, thereby improving the SE.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the classical RW methods and Section 3 introduces
the improved RW method. Section 4 reports on experi-
ments that were conducted to assess the effectiveness of
the improved RW method. Finally, Section 5 presents the
conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2. RandomWalk Methods

When no environmental information can be obtained, a
random search is a basic search strategy for both animals
and robots, especially for swarm robots that have limited
individual abilities (i.e., local sensing and low processing
power) and do not support more-complex search strategies.
The commonly used RWmethods are BM and LF.

2.1. Brownian Motion. BM describes the random motion of
particles suspended in a fluid that is caused by the interactions
between the particles. BM can be used to guide the random
motion of robots and it has been widely used in robotics. In
an exploration mission, a robot moves ahead by a given step
size that is produced by the BM and then turns to a direction
chosen randomly from the search space. In practice, BM can
be viewed as a continuous-time stochastic process and can be
described by theWiener process. Mathematically, theWiener
process𝑊𝑡 is characterized by the following four properties:

(1) 𝑊0 = 0;
(2) 𝑊𝑡 is almost surely continuous;
(3) 𝑊𝑡 has independent increments: if 0 ≤ 𝑠1 < 𝑡1 ≤𝑠2 < 𝑡2, then𝑊𝑡1 −𝑊𝑠1 and𝑊𝑡2 −𝑊𝑠2 are independent

random variables;
(4) 𝑊𝑡 has Gaussian increments: 𝑊𝑡+𝑢 − 𝑊𝑡 ∼ N(0, 𝑢),

where N(0, 𝑢) denotes the normal distribution with
zero expectation and variance 𝑢.

In an RW by a single robot, the step size of the robot has
a normal distribution with an expected value of zero and a
variance of 𝑢 = 1. To show how a single robot moves on an
RW, a simulation experiment was performed in a fixed area.
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Figure 1: Random walk (RW) of one robot with Brownian motion
(BM).

Figure 2: RWs of 10 robots with BM.

Figure 1 shows the trajectory of the robot over a given
time; the robot tends to search around its original area, which
is good for a local search but poor for a global search. Figure 2
shows the trajectories of 10 robots over a given time; with
RWs, the robots produce too many repeated searches, which
reduces the SE greatly.

2.2. Lévy Flight. An LF is an RW in which the step size has a
heavy-tailed probability distribution that can be expressed as
follows [20]:

𝑃 (𝑠) = 𝑠−𝜆, (1)

where 𝑠 is the step size with 1 < 𝜆 ≤ 3. LF generates a smaller
step size with high frequency and occasionally a larger step
size. In an exploration mission, this occasional larger step size
allows the robot to reach the full range of the search space to
complete a global search, whereas a robot with the smaller
step size tends to complete a local search.

Figure 3: RW of one robot with Lévy flight (LF). The step size was
generated according to (2) with 𝛽 = 1.5.

This paper uses the method proposed by Mantegna [29]
to calculate the LF step size, namely,

𝑠 = 𝑢
|V|1/𝛽 , (2)

where 𝛽 ∈ [0.3, 1.99]; 𝑢 and V are two normal stochastic
variables with standard deviations 𝜎𝑢 and 𝜎V, respectively:

𝑢 ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝜎2𝑢) ,
V ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝜎2V) ,

(3)

𝜎𝑢 = { Γ (1 + 𝛽) sin (𝜋𝛽/2)
Γ [(1 + 𝛽) /2] 2(𝛽−1)/2𝛽}

1/𝛽

,
𝜎V = 1,

(4)

where Γ(𝑧) is the gamma function.
Figure 3 shows that a robot using LF can better com-

plete the exploration mission than one using BM. However,
Figure 4 shows that having multiple robots performing the
exploration mission concurrently results in many repeated
searches. Therefore, although LF leads to better searching,
some problems remain. In the experiments, the robots used
infrared sensors to measure the proximity of objects up
to 6 cm away. If the proximity between a robot and the
boundary was less than 6 cm, then the robot turned to
another direction to avoid the boundary; consequently, the
robots never collided with the boundary.

2.3. Other RandomWalk Methods. To improve the SE, some
researchers have proposed other RWmethods. For example,
Sutantyo et al. proposed the combination of LF and an
artificial potential field for multirobot explorations [26].
The LF generates the step size of the movement, while the
artificial potential field improves the dispersion efficiency
during deployment by generating a repulsive force between
pairs of robots to disperse neighboring robots.
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Figure 4: RWs of 10 robots with LF. The step size was generated
according to (2) with 𝛽 = 1.5.

Most other RWs are based on a virtual pheromone that
serves as an indirect means of communication for swarm
robots. When searching an environment, a robot deposits
a pheromone that is detected by the other robots, along
with its relative concentration. In an RW, a robot moves
in an isotropically random direction. However, by using
pheromone communication, a robot decides where to move
based on the information conveyed by the pheromone,
thereby not only improving the SE but also reducing the
amount of physical interference between robots. Fujisawa
et al. showed that the LF search strategy enhances the SE
of swarm robots by using pheromone to communicate with
other robots [23, 30].

However, the RW methods that involve an artificial
potential field or a virtual pheromone are difficult to imple-
ment in practical applications. Consequently, only the basic
RWs (i.e., BM and LF) are studied herein and are compared
with the proposed improved RW.

3. Improved RandomWalk Method

Because the existing RW methods have relatively low SE
and are not particularly suited to swarm robotic exploration,
the present paper proposes an improved RW method for
completing such an exploration mission.

The best way to improve the SE is to reduce the number of
repeated searches. These can be divided into two categories,
namely, (i) those produced by the same robot (as in Figure 1)
and (ii) those produced by other robots (as in Figures 2
and 4). Regarding category (i), because a robot with a small
step size produces many repeated searches, the number of
these can be reduced by increasing the step size. Indeed,
Figure 3 shows that a robot with a large step size produces
fewer repeated searches. Regarding category (ii), when many
robots search an environment concurrently, BM and LF both
produce many more repeated searches. Repeated searches
are inevitable when two robots are close together, as can
be seen in Figure 2; when the two robots are farther apart,

the one with the larger step size can still produce many
category (ii) repeated searches, as can be seen in Figure 4.
To reduce the number of such repeated searches, the robots
should therefore maintain a certain separation and the step
size should be set to an appropriate value. In this way, if the
swarm robots can be distributed evenly in the environment
so that each robot searches only its local area, there will be
fewer repeated searches.

Following this line of reasoning, an RW method is
proposed herein based on the density of robots in the
environment. When the robot density is high, each robot
should search a small area with a small step size; when the
robot density is low, each robot should search a large area
with a large step size. To ensure that each robot occupies
its own separate area, a robot that encounters another robot
turns in the opposite direction when obstacle avoidance
occurs between them. By adjusting the step size of each
robot and controlling the direction of obstacle avoidance, the
proposed method not only distributes the robots evenly in
the environment but also causes them to search locally with
an adaptive step size.

In an exploration mission, the area of the environment
is usually unknown and the number of robots can change.
Moreover, because of the limited sensory capabilities of
swarm robots, the robot density cannot be calculated directly.
However, the higher the robot density is, the more instances
of physical interference (e.g., obstacle avoidance between
robots) arise. Unfortunately, because the robots do not com-
municate with each other in the present case, an individual
robot cannot assess the amount of physical interference,
which is a global variable. Instead, the robot density is
estimated from the average time interval (𝑡) between two
instances of physical interference for a single robot; the
smaller this average time interval, the higher the robot
density.

In the proposed RWmethod, when a robot either moves
forward by a given step size or encounters another robot, it
calculates its step size as

𝑆𝑡 = {{{
V ∗ 𝑡 + 𝑘 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−1, Δ𝑡 ≥ 𝑡
V ∗ 𝑡 − 𝑘 ∗ 𝑆𝑡−1, Δ𝑡 < 𝑡, (5)

where 𝑆𝑡 is the step size with which the robot should move,𝑆𝑡−1 is the step size that the robot calculated last time, V is
the speed at which the robot moves, and k (0 < k < 1) is an
adjustment factor used to regulate the contribution of the
previous step size 𝑆𝑡−1. The variable 𝑡 is the average time
interval between two instances of physical inference and is
used to estimate the robot density in the entire search area; 𝑡
changes with time and is updated when obstacle avoidance
occurs. The variable Δ𝑡 is the time between the current
instance of physical inference and the previous one and is
used to estimate the robot density in the local search area.
When Δ𝑡 ≥ 𝑡, the local robot density is lower than the global
one; in this case, the local area contains fewer robots and
therefore the robot in question should use a larger step size
to search its area. When Δ𝑡 < 𝑡, the local robot density is
higher than the global one; in this case, the local area contains
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Table 1: Comparison of proposed RW method with other methods for different numbers of robots. Mean: average coverage ratio; Std.:
standard deviation.

Methods Brownian motion Lévy flight Our method
Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std.

1 1.10% 9.31×10−4 4.28% 4.52×10−3 5.25% 2.63×10−3
10 3.45% 3.47×10−3 33.02% 1.11×10−2 40.81% 1.10×10−2
20 4.59% 2.91×10−3 54.05% 1.35×10−2 63.57% 1.13×10−2
30 5.51% 4.17×10−3 68.45% 1.07×10−2 77.12% 1.59×10−2

Figure 5: RW of one robot with the proposed method.

Figure 6: RWs of 10 robots with proposed method.

more robots and therefore the robot in question should use a
smaller step size to search its area.

When there is only one robot, the proposed RWmethod
becomes simply the linear search method. Figure 5 shows
that with the linear search method, a robot makes fewer
repeated searches. Figure 6 shows the trajectories of 10 robots
performing the exploration mission.

Figure 7 shows that, by adjusting the step size adaptively,
the proposed method distributes the robots evenly in the
environment. As the exploration mission proceeds, the step

Figure 7: Distribution of robots and step size of each robot after
exploration mission.

sizes of the robots gradually converge. Moreover, because
each robot searches only its local area, there are fewer
repeated searches.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Simulation Experiments. To test the performance of the
proposed RW method, simulation experiments were per-
formed on the Webots platform. Figure 8 shows a screenshot
of the simulation interface at the beginning of a simulation
experiment. The effectiveness of the proposed RW method
was evaluated by comparing its results with those of BM and
LF. After each simulation experiment, MATLAB was used to
process the image and calculate the coverage ratio (i.e., the
ratio of the explored area to the total area).

For adequate comparison, we performed simulation
experiments with one, 10, 20, and 30 robots. Each experiment
lasted for 10 min (600 s), and the experimental area was a
square with length of side L = 20.0 m. At the beginning of
each experiment, all the robots were placed in the central
area. Each robot moved with a speed of v = 0.1 m/s, and the
parameter kwas set as 0.1.The purpose of the area exploration
was efficient area coverage, with the coverage ratio being used
to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Each
robot had a limited detection range, and the domain within
the detection range was considered to have been covered only
if the footprint of the robot passed over it, the footprint being
the area covered by the robot.The coverage ratio is the ratio of
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Figure 8: Explorationmission performed by 10 robots in simulation
environment.

Figure 9: Result of exploration mission using 10 robots with BM.
Black denotes explored area.

the explored area to the total area. For each RWmethod, the
results of 20 simulation experiments were averaged to obtain
the average coverage ratio.

Figures 9–11 show the results of exploration missions with
different RW methods. Because BM generates a relatively
small step size, the robots with BM did well in searching
locally (Figure 9), but they did not reach other areas and thus
many repeated searches were produced, thereby reducing
the SE. Figure 10 shows that the robots with larger step
sizes reached other areas to reduce the number of repeated
searches, but the swarm robots did not become uniformly
distributed and the SE remains to be improved. Figure 11
shows that the robots with adaptive step sizes not only
reached other areas but also became uniformly distributed
in the environment. Consequently, the proposed RWmethod
resulted in far fewer repeated searches.

Table 1 gives the mean and standard deviation of the
coverage ratio for each method for different numbers of
robots. In each case, the proposed method achieved a much
higher coverage ratio, performing significantly better than the
other RWmethods. Moreover, the standard deviation of each
coverage ratio is relatively small, meaning that the SE of each
of the three RWmethods is stable.

To study how the initial positions of the robots influence
the subsequent exploration mission, we also ran simulation

Figure 10: Result of exploration mission using 10 robots with LF.
Black denotes explored area.

Figure 11: Result of exploration mission using 10 robots with
proposed method. Black denotes explored area.

experiments in which all the robots were initially distributed
randomly in the environment. Figures 12–14 show the results
of exploration missions with different RWmethods. Because
BM does well in a local search, the randomly distributed
robots made fewer repeated searches (Figure 12). Because of
the larger step size, there was little influence on the robots
with LF (Figure 13). By adjusting the step size adaptively,
the proposed method again distributed the robots uniformly
in the environment (Figure 14), meaning that distributing
the robots at random initially does not affect the SE of the
proposed method.

Table 2 gives the mean and standard deviation of the cov-
erage ratio for each method with different numbers of robots.
Theproposedmethod still achieves the highest coverage ratio.
Compared with Table 1, the exploration mission using BM
obtained a higher coverage ratio. From the standard deviation
of the coverage ratio, we can conclude that the three RW
methods possess stable SE.
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Table 2: Comparison of proposed RWmethod with other methods when robots are distributed at random initially. Mean: average coverage
ratio; Std.: standard deviation.

Methods Brownian motion Lévy flight Our method
Mean Std. Mean Std. Mean Std.

1 1.08% 6.98×10−4 4.40% 4.30×10−3 5.00% 5.71×10−3
10 5.38% 4.04×10−3 33.59% 1.02×10−2 41.34% 1.17×10−2
20 9.73% 4.11×10−3 55.54% 1.07×10−2 62.77% 1.30×10−2
30 13.72% 6.86×10−3 69.34% 9.59×10−3 77.59% 1.08×10−2

Figure 12: Result of exploration mission using 10 randomly dis-
tributed robots with BM. Black denotes explored area.

4.2. Experiments with Actual Robots. To assess further the
effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted explo-
ration missions using e-puck robots [31], which are open
tools that are used extensively for swarm experiments. With
a diameter of 6.8 cm and a height 5.3 cm, each e-puck
robot is equipped with (i) eight infrared proximity sensors
for detecting obstacles, (ii) one CMOS camera to look for
objects, (iii) one three-dimensional accelerometer, (iv) three
microphones, and (v) one loudspeaker.The environment was
designed as a rectangular area of 1.2 m × 1.5 m, and each
robot moved at a speed of v = 0.05 m/s. In these experiments,
it would have been difficult to measure the explored area to
assess the effectiveness of the proposed method. Instead, an
alternative method was used in which, as shown in Figure 15,
the e-puck robots searched for objects scattered in the arena.
Normally, the most effective random search method would
be the one that finds all the objects in the shortest time.
However, because the purpose here was to test the SE of each
RWmethod, whenever a robot found an object the latter was
removed from the environment manually.

Figure 16 shows a photograph of an experiment with
actual robots. After a period of time, the robots were dis-
tributed almost uniformly in the environment. During each
of these experiments, the e-puck robots found the objects
relatively quickly in the initial stage of the experiment because
there were relatively many objects. However, with fewer
objects, the robots took much longer to find them. All the
objects were found in 5 min with the proposed RW method

Figure 13: Result of exploration mission using 10 randomly dis-
tributed robots with LF. Black denotes explored area.

Figure 14: Result of exploration mission using 10 randomly dis-
tributed robots with proposedmethod. Black denotes explored area.

and 7min with the LFmethod. However, the robots searched
predominantly locally in the middle of the arena with the BM
method because of its small step size, and it took 15 min for
them to find seven objects. These experiments show that the
proposed method resulted in all the objects being found in
the least amount of time. It can therefore be concluded that, of
BM, LF, and the proposed RWmethod, the latter is the most
effective.
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Figure 15: Photograph of arena used to conduct experiments with
actual robots.At the beginning of each experiment, six e-puck robots
in the waiting state were placed in the middle of the arena in which
10 objects were distributed randomly.

Figure 16: Photograph of experiment with actual robots using
proposedmethod. After a period of time, the robotswere distributed
almost uniformly in the environment.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposed an improved RW method based on
the density of robots in the environment. Each swarm
robot adjusts its step size adaptively to arrive at other
areas, and the proposed method distributes the robots
uniformly in the environment to reduce the number of
repeated searches. The experimental results showed that the
proposed method leads to the area being covered more
efficiently than with either BM or LF, thereby improving the
SE.

However, despite this, the efficiency of the proposed
method still lacks theoretical analysis. Future work will
therefore introduce the mathematical theory behind RWs
in a straightforward manner and analyze theoretically the
efficiency of the proposed RWmethod.
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These days gameAI is one of the focused and active research areas in artificial intelligence because computer games are the best test-
beds for testing theoretical ideas in AI before practically applying them in real life world. Similarly, ViZDoom is a game artificial
intelligence research platform based on Doom used for visual deep reinforcement learning in 3D game environments such as
first-person shooters (FPS). While training, the speed of the learning agent greatly depends on the number of frames the agent
is permitted to skip. In this paper, how the frame skipping rate influences the agent’s learning and final performance is proposed,
particularly using deep Q-learning, experience replay memory, and the ViZDoomGame AI research platform.The agent is trained
and tested on Doom’s basic scenario(s) where the results are compared and found to be 10% better compared to the existing state-
of-the-art research work on Doom-based agents.The experiments show that the profitable and optimal frame skipping rate falls in
the range of 3 to 11 that provides the best balance between the learning speed and the final performance of the agent which exhibits
human-like behavior and outperforms an average human player and inbuilt game agents.

1. Introduction and Research Motivation

Due to the success and achievements of Google DeepMind
[1] technologies, deep learning methods are widely employed
in video games particularly in first-person-shooter (FPS)
games such as Doom to obtain human-level control through
raw pixels information [2]. So for this purpose ViZDoom
is introduced which is a unique test-bed platform based
on FPS Doom for deep learning research from raw visual
information that engages the first-person perspective in a
partially realistic 3D world that permits programming agents
to play the game consuming the screen memory buffer.

Achieving such objectives has become possible now as
computer systems have passed humans in terms of complex
calculations and massive raw data processing; however, they
still struggle in matching their ability to respond in complex
3D realistic environments [3].

In addition, visual signals are the major roots of informa-
tion about the surroundings for living and artificial beings.
Because of the advancements in dealing with the visual

information, a progress has been observed in this area of
research in the form of employing deep architectures in a
set of Atari 2600 games [4] from raw pixel information
where Atari 2600 games have been extensively accepted as a
standard for visual learning systems. Now more significant
progress is expected in 3D realistic environments due to
the increase in computing power (GPU’s [5] and TPU’s [6])
and advancements in machine learning particularly visual
learning and evolution of neural networks [7].

Visual deep reinforcement learning is a delightful
research area of artificial intelligence as it places the player
and the artificial intelligence agents on similar playing field
particularly when it reaches partially observable environ-
ments [8]. Before the innovation of ViZDoom, a first-
person-shooter based environment that could have permitted
research on agents depending entirely on raw visual infor-
mation was not present, which can be considered a serious
cause obstructing the development of vision-based deep
reinforcement learning because involving in vision-based
reinforcement learning needs a huge volume of encoding
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Figure 1: A sample screen from Doom showing the first-person
perspective.

efforts [9]. The presence of a ready-to-use tool assists in
managing experiments, and concentrating on the objective
of research as the job of playing the first-person-shooter
game in a 3D realistic environment is far more difficult than
playing many Atari games because it includes a vast variety
of skills such as routing through a map, gathering items,
and identifying and battling opponents [10]. To facilitate and
support computationally dense machine learning research
ViZDoom is provided with off-screen execution or rendering
characteristics. Off-screen execution minimizes the perfor-
mance liability of truly displaying the game on the screen
and makes it feasible to run the simulations on the servers
by eliminating the need for using GUI [11].

So far, after studying the existing research on first-person-
shooter games, specifically Doom, we thought to propose
a devoted research to show how the number of skipping
frames influences the learning process particularly using the
ViZDoomAI research platform which could be of an extreme
benefit to the research community to have a state-of-the-art
frame skipping scale while training the agents or bots using
any 3D realistic environment such as ViZDoom. Therefore,
in this paper, the proposed work is based on finding an
optimal frame skipping scale that provides the best balance
or adjustment between the learning speed and the agent’s final
performance whichmight help inmaking the base for further
improvement and research on FPS games. A sample screen of
the Doom game is shown in Figure 1.

In order to explain the proposed research work in further
detail, the paper is prepared in different sections. Section 2
explains the research on Doom using the ViZDoom AI
research platform. Section 3 presents the proposed method-
ology. Section 4 shows results with experiments. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper with future work.

2. Research on Doom Using the ViZDoom AI
Research Platform

ViZDoom is a Doom-based AI research platform used for
reinforcement learning from raw visual information. It allows
developing AI bots that play Doom using only the visual

information (the screen buffer). It is primarily intended for
research in machine visual learning, and in particular for
deep reinforcement learning. One of the recent research
works based on visual reinforcement learning and the ViZ-
Doom AI research platform is proposed in [12] by training
an AI agent for the game Doom. The agent outperformed
both human players and inbuilt game agents. However, in
comparison, the concept proposed in this paper is different
in the form of proposing an optimal scale for frame skipping
while training game AI agents or bots.

The early research works based on visual reinforcement
learning were performed long ago in [13, 14] by simply
developing the robots soccer ball skills which were followed
by state-of-the-art works using the ViZDoom AI research
platform for training intelligent agents such as [15] in which
a deep reinforcement learning based agent Clyde was devel-
oped to play the game Doom. Clyde participated in the
Visual Doom AI Competition held at the IEEE Conference
onComputational Intelligence andGames in 2016 [16]. In this
competition, Clyde competed with 8 other bots and survived
to achieve the 3rd place. Moreover, it also performed well
in partially observable multiagent 3D virtual environments
using deep visual reinforcement learning methods which
were applied conventionally before in the fully observable 2D
environments.

In the same way, another deep visual reinforcement
learning based autonomous and comprehensive agent known
as Arnold showed useful performance on the first-person-
shooter gameDoom. It performed well by simply considering
the information on the screen in the form of raw pixels.
Besides, deep reinforcement learning actionnavigation archi-
tectures based on convolutional neural networks were used
to train Arnold for exploring and fighting the opponents
on the game maps. Moreover, for effective training several
techniques were employed such as augmenting high level
game information, reward shaping, and using sequential
updates to support Arnold in outperforming average human
players and inbuilt game agents on different variations of
the death-match by obtaining the highest kill-to-death ratio
on both tracks of the Visual Doom AI Competition where
Arnold was placed the 2nd in terms of the number of frags
[17].

AI agents have been trained using the ViZDoom AI
research platform in [18], which is a correlated research work
on training agents that performed on two different scenarios,
i.e., a simple basic move-and-shoot scenario and a complex
maze exploring problem scenario using the convolutional
deep neural networks, Q-learning [19], and experience replay
memory for storing the game transitions [20]. The agents
were tested on similar game scenarios or maps that demon-
strated human-like behaviors and were able to outperform
inbuilt game agents.

AnAI agent is trained on two differentmaps, i.e., FlatMap
and CIGTrack-1 in [21] using deep visual reinforcement
learning and curriculum learning for first-person-shooter
game Doom. Later on, this game AI agent won the Track-1 of
the ViZDoom AI Competition held at the IEEE Conference
on Computational Intelligence and Games in 2016 on known
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maps by 35% greater score than the agent which secured a
second position. The proposed framework for this agent is
simple and links the state-of-the-art reinforcement learning
concept of A3C model [22] with curriculum learning that
does not rely on the opponent (adversaries) information;
rather it uses the game states information from AI in real-
time.

Reinforcement learning and deep learning are the real
generic and useful methods for training AI bots or agents
that result in rational andwell-organized behavior formaking
intelligent decisions. In this regard, a correlated example can
be found in [23] which employed deep visual reinforcement
learning methods for training AI bots or agents tomake basic
and interactive intelligent decisions. Such RL and DL based
methods are mathematically modeled using Markov decision
processes (MDPs) [24]. AnMDP is a data structure consisting
of multiple parts or to be more specific it is an ordered set
of data constituting a record or tuple such as (S, A, P, R,
𝛾) where “S” is the set of different states, “A” is the set of
changed actions the agent usually takes at each time step “t”,
“P” is the transitional probability of moving from one state
(s) to another state ( ́𝑠) taking an action (a), “R” is the reward
function which represents the signal that the agent gets after
taking several actions and changing states, and “𝛾” is the
discount factor. Normally, using deep visual reinforcement
learning methods the goal is to secure a policy 𝜋: s→a
to improve the average expected discounted rewards and
well renowned state-of-the-art general action value function
𝑄𝜋(s, a) to learn a policy for estimating the regular expected
rewards.

In addition, to support first-person-shooter games in an
era in which technology has advanced and been upgraded
to a high extent, it is of extreme significance to analyze the
impact of skip counts (frame skip rates) while training AI
agents particularly using the ViZDoom AI research platform.
In the same way, besides computer games, in research on
image and video processing the effect of frame skipping is
also measured from an enormous group of user-studies by
observing the performance over different sets of experiments
where in some cases the data is in-sighted over a range of
frame repeats normally to assess the video streaming which
shows the significance of frame skip rates in the research
domain of artificial intelligence.

Moreover, frame repeats are found significant for agent’s
movements as the degradation in performance for tasks
related to agent or player’s movements from lower frame
skipping rates does not drop as quickly as for tasks related
to the shooting with high frame skipping rates. Furthermore,
the existing literature on training bots and agents reveals that
only optimal frame skipping rates (frame repeats) are accept-
able for getting well-balanced agents with better performance
[25].

As in first-person-shooter games, frame repeats have a
major impact on agents’ performance, so sometimes the
chosen frame repeat can be preserved even if scenario
resolutions are sometimes to be sacrificed in order to reduce
the training overburden and complexity level. On the other
hand, it is worth noting that the scenario details such as
the maps and their dark and light backgrounds along with

several kinds of weapons add an interest to research on first-
person-shooter games, so a tradeoff needs to be decided
before choosing any option that spoils the real desired results
or requirements.

To support and present more related work on first-
person-shooter games, a generic model can be trained sim-
ilarly to the one in [26] to simultaneously learn game features
information such as the existence of opponents (adversaries)
or objects along by lessening the Q-learning objective to
reveal a progress in the training speed and performance of
the model. In this regard, the proposed architecture in the
referred article is modularized to be trained in the form of
two different autonomous models for numerous phases of
the game.The architecture suggestively outperformed inbuilt
gameAI agents and human players in death-match scenarios.

Now to mathematically model the overall concept which
is presented in this section so far, a state-of-the-art DQN
model is chosen that uses deep visual reinforcement learning
to learn a policy for training agents to increase the sum
of the expected discounted rewards, i.e., Rt.; it can be
mathematically represented as follows:

𝑅𝑡 =
𝑇

∑
𝑖=𝑡

𝛾 ́𝑡 − 𝑡𝛾 ́𝑡 (1)

where “T” denotes the game termination time and “𝛾”
represents the discount factor, i.e., 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1], that computes
the importance of the future rewards. The Q-function for
predicting the return after executing an action “a” in a state
“s” for a given policy 𝜋 can be mathematically defined as
follows.

𝑄𝜋 (𝑠, 𝑎) = E [𝑅𝑡 | 𝑠𝑡 = s, 𝑎𝑡 = 𝑎] (2)

To achieve amaximum return using a function approximator
for estimating the activation-value function Q, the DQN can
use a neural network which is parametrized by 𝜃, and to
achieve an estimate of the Q-function of the current policy
adjacent to the optimal Q-function, 𝑄∗ can be mathemati-
cally represented as follows.

𝑄∗ (𝑠, 𝑎) = max
𝜋

𝐸 [𝑅𝑡 | 𝑠𝑡 = 𝑠, 𝑎𝑡 = 𝑎] = max
𝜋

𝑄𝜋 (s, a) (3)

In other words, the goal is to find 𝜃 such that 𝑄𝜃(s, a) ≈
𝑄∗(𝑠, 𝑎). The optimum Q-function validates the Bellman
optimality equation.

𝑄∗ (s, a) = 𝐸 [r + 𝛾max
́𝑎
𝑄∗ ( ́𝑠, ́𝑎) | s, a] (4)

If 𝑄𝜃 ≈ 𝑄∗, it is obvious to specify that 𝑄𝜃 needs to be
adjacent in verifying the Bellman equation that leads to the
below loss function:

𝐿 𝑡 (𝜃𝑡) = E𝑠,𝑎,𝑟, ́𝑠 [(𝑦𝑡 − 𝑄𝜃
𝑡

(𝑠, 𝑎))2] (5)

where t is the current time step, and yt = r + 𝛾max ́𝑎𝑄𝜃
𝑡

( ́𝑠, ́𝑎).
The value of yt is fixed and corresponds to the following
gradient.

∇𝜃
𝑡

𝐿 𝑡 (𝜃𝑡) = E𝑠,𝑎,𝑟, ́𝑠 [𝑦𝑡 − 𝑄𝜃 (𝑠, 𝑎) ∇𝜃
𝑡

𝑄𝜃
𝑡

(s, a)] (6)
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The approximation in (7) can also be used to compute the
gradient instead of using an accurate estimate results from
(6) for gaining the gradient.

∇𝜃
𝑡

𝐿 𝑡 (𝜃𝑡) ≈ (𝑦𝑡 − 𝑄𝜃 (𝑠, 𝑎)) ∇𝜃
𝑡

𝑄𝜃
𝑡
(𝑠, 𝑎) (7)

One of the well-known approaches for breaking the corre-
lation between sequential samples is to use the experience
replay memory; i.e., at each time step the agent experiences
(𝑠𝑡, 𝑎𝑡, 𝑟𝑡, 𝑠𝑡+1) are saved in the replaymemory; in addition, the
Q-learning updates are executed on batches of experiences
subjectively sampled from the replay memory. An 𝜖 −
𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑦 [27] can be used to create the next action
at every training step with a probability 𝜖 for selecting the
next action randomly and with a probability 1 – 𝜖 allowing
the best action of the network. In practice, it is common
to start with 𝜖 = 1 and to progressively decay 𝜖 to its end
limit.

An approach of using the supervised learning techniques
is proposed in [28] for a sensorimotor mechanism in immer-
sive environments, which is moreover a correlated concept
of training agents or bots using the ViZDoom AI research
platform.The approach practices a high dimensional sensory
stream and a lower-dimensional measurement stream. The
concurrent structure of the streams delivers rich supervisory
signals that empower training a sensorimotor control model
by interacting with the environment. The model learns to act
based on raw sensory input from a complex 3D environment.
Such formulation empowers learning without a fixed goal
at training time and pursuing dynamically changing goals
at test time [29]. In this way, broad experiments were
managed in 3D simulations based on the classical first-
person-shooter Doom video game; the results validated that
such an approach can outperform the current revolutionary
inventions mainly on challenging tasks, and models trained
with such an approach can efficiently generalize across
environments and goals; for example, one of the models
trained with such concept won the full death-match track
of the Visual Doom AI Competition held earlier in unseen
environments.

After studying the research works on such artificial
intelligence competitions in computer games and the related
research on developing and training agents using ViZDoom
AI research platform, so far none of the articles could specify
a devoted research on the optimal frame skipping rates for
training AI agents based on Doom, which is a serious factor
obstructing the improvement of vision-based reinforcement
learning. In short, it is important and of interest to the
community researching on agents and bots to have a basic
frame skipping scale using game AI research platforms such
as ViZDoom for visual deep reinforcement learning. To sum
up, there is an essential research question significant enough
(at least in its current state) to find an optimum scale of frame
skipping which could be briefly defined as follows.

2.1. Research Question. What is the needed optimal skip
count scale (range) in order to develop a balanced, well-
trained, and robust agent particularly using any 3D AI
research platform such as ViZDoom?

Figure 2: A rectangular chamber as a basic scenario.

As learning is the slowest when the agent does not skip
any frame and learning is faster and smoother when the
agent skips more frames, the primary purpose of the research
is to examine how the number of skip counts influences
the learning process and to find a standard and optimized
skip counts scale (range) that can provide a balance or
tradeoff between the final performance and the learning
speed, specifically using any 3D AI research platform such as
ViZDoom. But conversely, too large skip counts could make
the agent graceless due to the lack of balance control that
results in suboptimal concluding results.

3. Proposed Methodology

A rectangular chamber is considered as a basic scenario
shown in Figure 2 where an agent spawns in the middle of
the room’s long wall, and a static monster spawns at arbitrary
positions along the opposite wall. The agent moves toward
the left and right and shoots. A solo shot is sufficient to
massacre the monster. The scenario finishes either by killing
the monster or with the completion of 300 frames, whichever
comes first. The agent gets a score of 101 if it kills the monster,
otherwise scores -5 for a miss hit and scores -1 for each action
(living reward).

A convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture of
three convolutional layers with 32 square filters, 7, 4, and
2 pixels wide, is used, respectively, which is shown in
Figure 3. Each convolutional layer is trailed by a max-
pooling layer with max pooling of size 2 and ReLU function
for activation. Moreover, there is a fully connected layer
with 800 leaky rectified linear units and an output layer
with 8 linear units corresponding to the 8 combinations
of the 3 available actions, i.e., left, right, and shooting
[12].

Deep Q-learning, a method of deep reinforcement learn-
ing (see Section 2), is used to learn the policy. In order to
experiment, the problem is modeled as a Markov Decision
Process (MDP). A 𝜖−greedy policy is used to select an action
with linear decay 𝜖. The convolutional neural network is
used to approximate the Q-function trained with “Stochastic
Gradient Decent” [30]. Besides, a reply memory is used to
store the game transitions.
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Figure 3: The proposed convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture employed in experiments.

4. Experiments and Results

The main objective of the experiments is to determine an
optimal skip count scale (range) for producing (developing)
well-balanced and robust agents or bots and to show how
the number of skipped frames affects the learning process,
particularly using any 3D game AI research platform such as
ViZDoom.

4.1. Experiment-1 (Step-Size=2,000). The effect of skip counts
is determined by training the agents for each skip count
up to 20 epochs. The discount factor is set to 𝛾=0.99,
learning rate 𝛼=0.00025, replay memory capacity of 10,000
elements, resolution (45, 60), and minibatch size 32. Each
time the agent learned for 40,000 steps involving executing an
action, perceiving a transition, and updating the network. To
determine andmonitor how the number of skip counts affects
the learning process while the agent learns, 100 test episodes
are played after each 2000 learning steps and as well after the
agent got fully trained.

All of the experiments are performed in PyCharm 2017.2
professional version using ViZDoom 1.1.5, OpenCV 3.3 [31],
CMake 2.8+, GCC4.6+, and Python 3.6 (64-bit) with NumPy
on an Ubuntu 16.04.3 Server with Intel� Core� i7-7700 CPU
@3. 60 GHz x 8 and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080/PCIe/SSE2
GPU for processing CNNs. The whole learning and testing
process in Figure 4 lasted for approximately 2 hours and 30
minutes, and in Figure 5 for approximately 1 hour and 30
minutes of playing approximately more than 35,000 game
episodes collectively.

In Figure 4(L), the x-axis denotes the learning steps and
y-axis denotes average learning results of the agent. The skip
count legend shows the labels for 19 different skip counts
considered during the experiments.

The performance of the agent for each considered skip
count can be observed in the graph where the agent learns to
get the perfect score gradually but the average learning score
(result) is not better and high for all skip counts because there
exist poor performances even below the score of 50. However,
the results for the skip counts that are considered optimal (via
experiments) are high and reach above the 70 as can be clearly
observed in graph (L).

In Figure 4(R), the x-axis represents the testing steps and
the y-axis represents the average test score (results) of the
agent.

To test and verify the agent learning ability, the agent
is tested on the same scenario(s) on which it was trained
where it is observed that the shooting performance of the
agent is not highly accurate and best for all skip counts except
the optimal skip counts that range from 3 to 11 that can be
observed for further study and understanding in graph (R).

To study and understand the performance of the agent for
only optimal skip counts (3-11), a clear and simple view of the
graph in Figure 4 is provided in Figure 5 by not considering
the skip counts that result in irrational behavior and worst
performance.

4.2. Experiment-2 (Step-Size=6,000). Similarly, another sec-
ondary experiment is conducted in order to confirm the val-
idation of the proposed research question where the learning
rate and the experimental setup are the same as described in
experiment-1 except for the difference of learning step which
is set to 6,000 in order to see any improvement or change
in the agent learning and testing performance, or in other
words to observe the effect of skip counts. After setting the
learning step-size to 6,000 each time the agent learned for
1,20,000 steps including by executing an action, perceiving a
transition, and updating the network. To analyze and observe
the behavior and performance of the agent, similarly, 100 test
episodes are played after each 6,000 learning steps and as well
after the agent got fully trained.

This time the whole learning and testing process lasted
for almost 8 hours and 30 minutes by playing approximately
more than 5,79,292 game episodes.

Table 1 shows the agent average final score for each skip
count with the total number of episodes played and the total
amount of time taken. It is worth noting that the “episodes”
column, which indicates that the swiftness of the learning
system greatly depends on the number of frames the agent
is permitted to skip during learning, means the more the
number of skip counts, the more the number of episodes
played and vice versa. In the table, the “average final score”
column presents the final performance of the agent for each
skip count where the highest scores for the optimal skip
counts scale (range 3-11) are in italic font.

In Figure 6, the x-axis signifies the skip counts and the y-
axis signifies the average final scores of the agent. The graph
shows the performance (average scores) for all the considered
skip counts where only the data points on or above the dotted
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Table 1: Agent final performance for each skip count that affects the learning performance.

Skip count Average Final Score Episodes Learning Time [Min]
1 67.1 1913 45.2
2 68.5 5729 31.1
3 77.7 8855 27.6
4 77.6 11733 25.4
5 75 14423 28.9
6 74.8 19332 28.7
7 84.2 23182 28.4
8 74.1 22121 28.2
9 83.1 26520 27.3
10 74.1 28411 28.5
11 80.3 28884 27.1
15 61.9 32597 27.2
20 70.7 42156 27.4
25 66 46985 26.2
30 73.6 45704 27.1
35 40.8 53034 27.4
40 61.4 52483 27.2
45 45.8 57653 27.5
50 43.4 57577 26.3
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Figure 4: Showing the agent learning and testing performance for 19 different skip counts.

line are the concerning high scores for the skip counts from 3
to 11 which is the optimal scale (range) proposed for training
game agents or bots such as Doom.

4.3. Comparison, Novelty, and Discussion. The comparison
is made with the “A. Basic Experiment” publication from
Michal et al. (2016), in which a neural network architecture
employed in experiments is proposed, which is comprised of
two convolutional layers that provided a base for suggesting
an optimal skip count scale of 4 to 10.

However, in this paper, the proposed neural network
architecture consists of three convolutional layers with the
differences of learning and game settings, which means
that the optimal skip counts scale is determined on a neu-
ral network architecture of three convolutional layers with
modifications in hyperparameters, where according to the
experiments and results it is proposed that the best optimal
skip count scale lies in the range of 3 to 11.

Further in a simple move-and-shoot basic scenario, no
concept of rewards shaping exists or applied that does not
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Figure 5: Showing the agent learning and testing performance for 3-11 optimal skip counts only.
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Figure 6: Proposing an optimum (standard) skip count scale and showing that the number of skip counts influences the learning process.

compute the final score, but in fact it is usedwhile training the
agent to help understand its goal. In such type of scenario(s),
the agent movement matters where it is not allowed to move
forward or backward except left and right.

Besides, the Michal et al. (2016) experiments were based
on 15 skip counts, 7 of them are graphed (Figure 7). However,
our proposed experiments, in comparison, are based on 19
skip counts (Figure 4) performed on a latest powerful GPU
machine technology. In addition, unlike Michal et al., the

experimental environment and the learning settings are also
partially different as the learning rate is set to 𝛼=0.00025 and
square filter width to 2 (third layer) with a minibatch size of
32.

In this paper, the final average results for the agent trained
on different skip counts are at least 10% better than the
results proposed by Michal et al. (2016) in [18] as they faced
a few sudden, but transient, drops in the best and average
score of the learning dynamics, which can be observed and
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brainstormed by comparing Figure 4 with Figure 7 because
the agents that learned with skip counts less than 3 are
less robust, which cannot give an accurate and best results,
and the agents trained with higher skip counts are more
susceptible to irrational behaviors such as waiting idle or
going the way contrary to the monster, which results in a
higher change on the plots. Also, excessively huge skip counts
make the agent clumsy due to the absence of fine-grained
control that results in suboptimal concluding scores. On the
other hand, the agents trainedwith a certain lower skip counts
are found somehow robust, but the learning consumes a lot
of time and results in a lesser number of scenarios. In short,
to conclude, the skip count in the range of 3-11 delivers the
greatest stability between the learning speed and the final
performance. The outcomes also specify that it would be
profitable to begin learning with extraordinary skip counts
tomaneuver the precipitous learning curve and progressively
decline it to fine-tune the performance.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed how the number of skip counts
influences the learning process by employing convolutional
deep neural networks (CDNN) with Q-learning and expe-
rience replay in a new game learning environment known
as ViZDoom. According to the experiments, the results
achieved are at least 10% better compared to the publication
from Michal et al. (2016). Thus, it is concluded that skipping
3 to 11 frames is profitable in order to achieve human-like
behavior of the agent in outperforming an average human
player or inbuilt game agents. The learning steps are set to
2,000 and 6,000 and testing episodes 100 after each 2,000
and 6,000 learning steps for each epoch that would be kept

dynamic and larger in future work for the different scenarios
(collection of maps) such as a deadly corridor, defending the
center, defending the line, and health gathering scenario(s).

Glossary

AI: Artificial intelligence.
Atari 2600 Games: The Atari 2600, originally called

the Atari VCS, is the godfather of
modern video game systems, and
helped spawn a multibillion-dollar
industry. Atari sold over thirty
million of the consoles, and
together with other companies
sold hundreds of millions of
games.

ALE: Arcade Learning Environment is a
framework that allows researchers
to develop AI agents for the Atari
2600 games and currently supports
over 50 games.

CNN: Convolutional neural networks.
DL: Deep learning.
Doom: A 1993 first-person-shooter (FPS)

video game by id software. It is
considered one of the most
significant and influential titles in
video game history.

Death-match: A gameplay mode that pits two or
more players in a fight to the death.

FPS: First-person shooter (FPS) is a
video game genre centered around
the gun and other weapon-based
combat from a first-person
perspective.

Game AI: Game artificial intelligence or
artificial intelligence in computer
games.

Google DeepMind: DeepMind Technologies is a
British artificial intelligence
company founded in September
2010, currently owned by Alphabet
Inc. The company is based in
London and additionally has
research centers in Canada,
France, and the United States.
Their objective is to solve
intelligence and to use it to make
the world a better place.

GPU: is a processing unit that performs
rapid mathematical calculations,
primarily for the purpose of
rendering images. It is able to
render images more quickly than a
central processing unit (CPU)
because of its parallel processing
architecture, which allows it to
perform multiple calculations at
the same time.
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GUI: Graphic User Interface.
Map: A map is a subpart of the virtual

and immersive world in video
games called scenario that contains
multiple maps one can choose
from.

RL: Reinforcement learning.
Scenario: In video games, it defines how a

world works and looks like (maps).
TPU: A tensor processing unit (TPU) is

a proprietary type of processor
designed by Google in 2016 for use
with neural networks and in
machine learning projects. TPUs
can offer an advantage for all ML
applications implemented in
Tensorflow.

ViZDoom: Is a Doom-based AI research
platform for reinforcement
learning from raw visual
information. It allows developing
AI bots that play Doom using only
the screen buffer. ViZDoom is
primarily intended for research in
machine visual learning and in
particular deep reinforcement
learning.
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The paper describes the integration of hardware and software with sensor technology and computer processing to develop the next
generation intelligent wheelchair.The focus is a computer cluster design to test high performance computing for smart wheelchair
operation and human interaction. The LabVIEW cluster is developed for real-time autonomous path planning and sensor data
processing. Four small form factor computers are connected over aGigabit Ethernet local area network to form the computer cluster.
Autonomous programs are distributed across the cluster for increased task parallelism to improve processing time performance.
The distributed programs operating frequency for path planning and motion control is 50Hz and 12.3Hz for 0.3 megapixel robot
vision system. To monitor the operation and control of the distributed LabVIEW code, network automation is integrated into the
cluster software along with a performance monitor. A link between the computer motion control program and the wheelchair
joystick control of the drive train is developed for the computer control interface. A perception sensor array and control circuitry
is integrated with the computer system to detect and respond to the wheelchair environment. Multiple cameras are used for image
processing and scanning laser rangefinder sensors for obstacle avoidance in the cluster program. A centralized power system is
integrated to power the smart wheelchair along with the cluster and sensor feedback system. The on board computer system is
evaluated for cluster processing performance for the smart wheelchair, incorporating cameramachine vision andLiDARperception
for terrain obstacle detection, operating in urban scenarios.

1. Introduction

Assistive technology is essential for elderly and disabled
communities to help in daily living activities, socialization,
and traveling. It is also known that the robotic application in
the medical mobility can provide a better life for the people
with both lower and upper extremity impairments. While
assistive robotic technology is progressing rapidly to improve
the mobility of people, several challenges remain tomake this
technology truly usable by the humans. One important aspect
that requires research development is defining the control
protocols between the human and the robot technology.
There are different types of wheelchairs including basic,
lightweight, folding, multi-function, powered, fully/partially
autonomous and so on. And there are many types of control
design to manipulate the functionality of the wheelchair,
from basic drive to fully controlled wheelchair using brain-
controlled interface. However, the power wheelchair users
frequently report accidents, therefore our focus is to advocate

the use of robotic technology, in particular sensor-based
detection and navigation using smart wheelchairs [1–4].

Smart wheelchair is generally equipped with sensors,
cameras and computer-based system as main processing
unit to be able to perform specific task. Autonomous smart
wheelchairs are controlled by human user interface where the
human makes decisions at the highest level of operation and
the smart control technology makes the rest of the motion
automatic. The advances in autonomous smart wheelchair
are embedded with computers and focuses heavily on the
computer cluster architecture. The intelligence is added to
a wheelchair platform around user control despite their
disabilities, which makes the study of the human-machine
interface (HMI) between the user and the wheelchair an
important assistive robotic field of study. Standard electric
powered wheelchair has little computer control with some
level of motor control using a joystick. Therefore, researchers
are focusing on computer-controlled wheelchair integrating
sensors and intelligence to decrease the need of human
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intervention. But attempts to build smart wheelchairs mostly
lack robustness in motion control, perception and control
techniques. This research work describes the development of
a smart wheelchair integrated with a HMI and its interaction
between sensory feedback and the computer control system
[5–8].

The main focus of the paper demonstrates the design
and performance of the interface between sensory feedback
and the computer-controlled system. The real time data
processing is addressed here for a smart wheelchair that
functions as a low speed autonomous vehicle. The focus is on
the implementation of mobile high-performance computing
(HPC) cluster comprised of a multi-computer system con-
nected over a local area network (LAN). A scalable network
communication pipeline is developed that is expandable to
accommodate additional computers as needed for light or
intensive data processing loads. A user interface is developed
that runs on a single client computer terminal in the network.
It is used to activate and monitor the real time performance
status of the software on other server computers in the
network. Hardware and software parallelism is implemented
to improve data processing. The following sections in this
paper focus on: related work, smart wheelchair system, com-
puter cluster network (system architecture), visual interface,
computer cluster performance followed with results and
conclusion.

2. Related Work

Ground vehicles developed for intelligent navigation come
in many form factors. When developing a smart wheelchair
it is significant to consider the operating conditions for the
platform, in regards to the environment and also the user
interactionwith the system controls. A smart wheelchair plat-
form can be constructed from different approaches including
modifying an EPW, converting a manual wheelchair, or
adding a seat to a mobile robot. Building a smart wheelchair
with electronics added to anEPWresults in the smart features
being connected to the incorporated EPWcontroller to access
the embedded drive train [10–12]. Connecting smart feature
electronics to an EPW motion controller has the added
benefit of being compatible with commercially available
controllers, both joysticks, and alternative controllers for
persons with multiple disabilities.

The type and placement of perception sensors on an
EPW for smart wheelchair navigation can have a signifi-
cant impact on the performance of the system as well as
how the platform interacts with the wheelchair user. Some
smart wheelchair designs favor sensor placement where the
vehicle perception can be optimized but it impacts the
EPW height and user access to the platform [10–13]. Newer
developments in perception sensor technology can help to
negate sensor placement limitations and reduce the impact
of sensor placement on the platform accessibility [14, 15].
Furthermore, processing of high-resolution data sets from
perception sensors for real time navigation can require high
performance computing methods.

Many self-driving wheelchair platforms use a laptop
computer for onboard processing [12, 13, 16]. However,

using only a single laptop computer can impose significant
constraints on the real time processing capabilities of a smart
wheelchair. An alternative method is to use cloud computing
to offload real time data processing from the smartwheelchair
hardware [12]. In the past, high cost perception sensors
have hindered smart wheelchair applications. The advent
of low cost LiDAR in recent years, and the abundance of
inexpensive machine vision cameras, allows incorporating
autonomous navigation capabilities universally into EPW
platforms. Currently, high bandwidth, low cost perception
sensors can collect large amounts of data in real time,
which requires significant computing power for the real
time autonomous navigation for the smart wheelchair. While
laptops and small form factor computers can be used for
real time data processing, but as sensor hardware improves,
the large perception sensor data sets will require alternative
and more specialized embedded data processing hardware.
Our approach is to use four small form factor computers
for high performance real time processing on the smart
wheelchair. Perceptions sensor data processing is distributed
in the computer cluster configuration to improve real time
performance. The design of the smart wheelchair uses EPW
with computer motion control integrated into EPW joystick
controller for motion control of the embedded drive train.
Movable sensor mounts and armrests provides desirable
sensor placement while allowing access from the front or side
without increasing the wheelchair height [8, 9].

3. Smart Wheelchair System

The smart wheelchair system is comprised of a Jazzy 600ES
electric-powered wheelchair (EPW) with added hardware
and software for autonomous navigation and user inter-
face. Mechanical modifications to the EPW incorporate
a retrofitted footplate with rotating sensor tower at the
front of the platform for mounting oscillating LRF sensors
for range sensing and color cameras for terrain detection
(Figure 1) [8, 9]. Optical rotary encoders are coupled to
the drive train as part of the motion control interface
for autonomous navigation. A National Instruments (NI)
reconfigurable input/output (RIO) board is connected to the
encoders for motion control feedback, the EPW joystick
for control commands, and a computer for the real time
control technology. A secondary mobile power system for
the smart wheelchair is operated in conjunction with the
EPW embedded power system to boost platform run time.
The secondary power system is built using automotive and
marine commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) electronic compo-
nents incorporating a lithium-ion polymer (Li-Po) battery
pack and power distribution panel with component level
circuit protection (Figure 1) [8, 9].

The autonomous navigation capabilities of the smart
wheelchair including perception, localization, path planning,
and motion control, operate in the LabVIEW software envi-
ronment. The path planning and motion control programs
are optimized for the differential drive wheelchair platform.
Small form factor (SFF) computers are connected over LAN
with an Ethernet switch to explore the benefits of HPC
cluster for real time sensor data processing and autonomous
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Figure 1: Retrofitted power wheelchair showing all the added features [8, 9].

navigation. Network automation is used to enhance control
of the LabVIEW programs to simplify the user interface. A
touch screen monitor user interface connects to the client
computer for software system access. A real time performance
monitor is incorporated into the user interface to provide
sensor data visual feedback and track the status of the
LabVIEW programs on the computer cluster during smart
wheelchair operation [8].

4. Computer Cluster Network
(System Architecture)

The primary objective of the HPC cluster is to improve real
time data processing capabilities of the smart wheelchair’s
perception and intelligent navigation. The computer cluster
system architecture can be seen in Figure 2 that shows the
perception and cognition connectivity. The programs are
expanded to function on a cluster as distributed computing
network.The homogeneous cluster is constructed of four SFF
desktop computers with low power components commonly
found in laptop computers [9–11, 13, 17].This allows achieving
a small physical computer volume significant for the smart
wheelchairmobile platform. Each computer contains amulti-
core CPU with eight processing threads [18]. The LAN
connecting the cluster computers is configured as an Internet
Protocol version 4 (IPv4) class C private network. The scal-
able cluster network can incorporate additional computers,
limited by available mounting space on the smart wheelchair
platform.

The smart wheelchair system architecture (Figure 2) is
separated into the two primary sections: perception and
cognition.The computer cluster layout is designed so that one

computer is designated for cognition and three computers
are designated for the perception task. The perception sensor
data processing is further separated into 3Dpoint cloud depth
data from the LRF sensors and RGB camera vision image
processing. Cognition incorporates the decision process for
path planning and interfacing with the EPW electronics for
execution of motion control. The process of acquiring depth
data starts with the LRF sensors that are used to collect a 3D
point cloud of depth data. The data is filtered for noise and
reduced to a horizontal plane 2D representation for obstacles
in front of the smart wheelchair. A binary representation of
the data as nearest obstacle edges is used to reduce the amount
of data being transferred between the networked computers.
This also reduces the amount of data being processed for path
planning. The nearest obstacle edge simplified format is a
means of combining LRF and camera vision data into useful
map of terrain obstacles for cognition.

Two RGB cameras are used in front of the smart
wheelchair to collect color image data of the environment.
The cameras are connected to a computer through a USB
hub for power and data transfer. The RGB data is processed
through a series of filters before being converted into a binary
representation of extracted terrain obstacles. The RGB data is
also used to represent the terrain obstacle data for the user
visual interface.

The perception data is transferred from each of the
computers designated for the perception task over the Eth-
ernet LAN to the cognition computer. The perception data
is combined on the cognition computer and used for path
planning determination or user visual interface. A distance
histogramof obstacle leading edges is used for high speed real
time path planning. The cognition computer is connected to
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Figure 2: Computer cluster system architecture [9].

the EPW joystick using a National Instrument’s RIO board
for motion control of the drive train.

The smart wheelchair software is segmented into separate
programs to operate concurrently on multiple computing
nodes to reduce the time required for data processing. Data is
transferred between thememory spaces of the computers and
the RIO board using network published shared variables in
LabVIEW. Beneath the client-server model for the computer
cluster is the abstraction layer of the LabVIEW shared
variable engine. This is hosted on the client computer as a
virtual server and used to control the data transfer between
computing nodes writing updates to and reading data from
the network [19, 20]. The shared variables are configured for
message passing without a buffer to transfer the most current
data sets for real time autonomous navigation.

4.1. Network Automation. The goal of network automation is
to simplify control of the autonomous navigation software
distributed on the computer cluster network for real time
operation of thewheelchair.Thenetwork automation subrou-
tines operate in the background on the client computer trans-
parent to the user interface.The subroutines are programmed
with three primary functions: activating, monitoring and
deactivating in coordination with the cognition program on
the client computer. The deactivation of the server computer
programs are used to make sure other programs are not
running in the background when the data is not being
processed by the cognition for navigation. The subroutines
monitor the real time status of the server programs as part
of the client computer to inform the wheelchair user if the
system is operating normally. The details of the network
automation architecture are described further.

The computer cluster network as seen in Figure 3 is sep-
arated into one client computer and three server computers
based on the separation of the perception and cognition
tasks. The client computer incorporates the user interface
referred as the cognition computer. The client computer
communicates with the three server computers used for
perception over the LAN. The method of communication
between computers on the network is using network variables
that function as part of the LabVIEW shared variable engine.
The cognition client computer is the host for the shared
variable engine and the perception server computers are
the subscribers. The cognition program is used to activate
background network automation programs on the client
computer. The background network automation programs
contain the functionality to control and monitor the dis-
tributed perception programs on the server computers.
They provide the automated functionality of launching the
distributed algorithms across the network from the client
computer.The network automation programs are also used to
monitor the state of the perception and cognition programs
to allow for more automated program interaction rather than
limited to data transfer.

LabVIEW VI Server functionality is integrated in the
client computer cognition program to dynamically call the
subroutines to run independently so that the subroutines can
respond to the activation and deactivation of the cognition
program. Dynamic calling is used within the subroutines
to target the server computer programs across the LAN
in combination with static IP addressing. The cognition
program for each server computer in the cluster activates
a separate subroutine. Error handling is used within the
network automation subroutines to prevent LabVIEW soft-
ware failure.The cognition program and network automation
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subroutines work together to reset the status of the server
computer programs if the autonomous navigation is reini-
tialized on the client computer. The reinitialization process is
effective at resetting the cluster software from the client com-
puter after correcting for accidental camera sensor hardware
disconnect, without the need to access the server computers.

5. Vision Enhancement

The purpose of the vision system for the smart wheelchair
is twofold: detection of terrain obstacles and integration of
detected data into the user interface for visual feedback. The
terrain obstacle detection features are expanded to improve
processing with computer cluster hardware for higher resolu-
tion RGB images and multiple LRFs. Multiple sensors data is
collected instead of a single sensor to improve data resolution
and scope for feature detection [8, 13, 17, 21–23].

The color machine vision cameras used on the smart
wheelchair are capable of delivering a 1920 horizontal by 1200
vertical (1920x1200) maximum pixel resolution RGB image.
The maximum tested resolution for the real time image-
processing program is 960x600 for each camera. Higher
resolutions produce slow results for real time autonomy of
less than 2Hz operating frequency.Theminimum tested pixel
resolution from each camera is 120x75, maintaining the 16:10
aspect ratio of the camera digital sensor. The number of
image segments tested on each computer ranges from one
to four. The two side-by-side cameras are connected to each
vision server computer to increase the horizontal field of
view.Therefore, the tested image resolution for a single vision
computer varies from 240x75 to 1920x600 pixel resolution
and these dual camera images are split up to four segments.
To minimize the network data traffic, the segmented images
are combined into a single image on the vision computers
for processing before transferring to the client computer over

the LAN. The tested resolutions and image segmentation are
based on the combined dual camera image processed on each
vision computer.

Multiple cameras fixed at different orientations on the
smart wheelchair is challenging as each camera is exposed
to different light conditions in outdoors during transit. Each
RGB image is processed using a separate image-processing
pipeline to adapt to different lighting conditions. Image
segmentation is used to improve computer CPU parallel
processing capabilities of the vision programs for faster
real time image processing. Segmented images and data
from multiple RGB sensors are concatenated to produce a
combined terrain map.

The RGB data processing pipeline incorporates data
reduction for improved processing time. RGB data resolu-
tions are selected for real time transit based on the computer
cluster processing capabilities. The cluster processing results
for one vision computer is discussed. Testing results indicate
the performance is similar on both vision computers and the
cluster processing time or CPU usage is unaffected by the
changes in the terrain image.

5.1. Terrain Perception. TheRGBdata is converted tomultiple
gray scale images for different feature extractions. The gray
scale data is filtered for noise and enhanced to improve
feature contrast. Edge detection is used to enhance feature
extraction. Isolated terrain obstacles are converted to binary
representations. The terrain data is converted to a nearest
obstacle edge histogram (Figure 7) and combined with LRF
data for obstacle avoidance and path planning.Multiple, color
coated, binary images are combined for the terrainmap visual
interface (Figures 4 and 5).

The consolidated terrain data is represented in binary
image to separate passable and impassable terrain or color
coded to represent concrete, dirt, undesired terrain, shadows
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Figure 5: Dual camera images (a) shadows (b) construction marker. From top to bottom: source image, color-coded terrain obstacle visual
interface, and terrain obstacle binary image [9].

and brightly colored construction markers in the pathway of
the smart wheelchair (Figures 4 and 5). Figure 4 shows an
outdoor daylight scenario captured by a dual RGB camera
configuration. The image array data is used to combine the
two images into awider field of view representation as a single
image.TheLRF data shows the two tree trunks represented in
distance histogram format, which is insufficient information
for desirable scene for navigation.Therefore, the vision data is
utilized to detect the edges of the grass as undesirable terrain,
while filtering the three shades of concrete as a desirable open
path. The data from the vision binary image is converted to
a distance histogram shown in Figure 7 and combined with
LRF histogram to create the nearest obstacle edge histogram

for path planning. Since the trees are located within the
grass terrain areas, the vision distance histogram indicates the
nearest obstacle edge data for the scene.

Figure 5 shows two outdoor scenarios where the scene
on the left side of the figure is a source image with shadow
cast onto the terrain in front of the smart wheelchair. The
color and gray scale histogram analysis used to filter the
image detects the shadow contrast from the concrete path.
The detected shadow is removed from the binary image
representation and obstacle distance histogram. The right
side in Figure 5 shows a sidewalk scene with road on one side
and dirt with construction markers on the other.The red curb
is detected along with the orange and yellow construction
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Figure 6: Camera images for indoor corridor and front panel display [9].

marker. In this scene, for real time operation the red curb and
yellow construction tape are removed from the filtered binary
image due to low resolution data. The dirt and base of the
orange construction post is detected as side of the walkway
along with the road and represented in the terrain binary
image as seen in Figure 5.

5.2. Data Reduction Process. The smart wheelchair percep-
tion system uses 3D point cloud depth data and RGB images.
The LRF hardware sensor is used for 3D depth data collection
and data processing for real time operation.The raw 3Ddepth
data processing has little effect on the real time performance
of the system compared to RGB image processing (Figure 7).
Consequently, data reduction is primarily applied to the
data collected from RGB sensors. The RGB image data is
converted to multiple gray scale images for filtering and
feature extraction. Converting the data into binary image
data further reduces the useful gray scale image. Additional
filtering is applied to the binary images that contain smaller
data set. Binary image data is further reduced to a distance
histogram.

5.3. RGD and Depth Data Fusion. The RGB image data is
combined with the LRF data for obstacle avoidance and path
planning. The 3D point cloud depth data collected using
the LRF sensors is filtered and converted to a stack of 2D
depth data horizontal planes. The depth data planes are then
compared and reduced to a single 2D nearest obstacle edge
histogram for efficient path planning. The RGB image data is
converted to high contrast gray scale and reduced to binary
images in the data reduction process. Multiple binary images
are combined to compile the terrain obstacle detection
data. The stacked binary images are reduced to a nearest
obstacle edge distance histogram to combine with the LRF

distance histogram data. The camera distance histograms are
calibrated to compensate for camera lens barrel and mount-
ing angle perspective distortions. Distortion correction is
incorporated into the distance histogram process to keep
processing time low. The result is less powerful but faster
calibration than image pixel mapping. The combined camera
and LRF histogram extracts the closest edges of detected
terrain obstacles.

5.4. Indoor andOutdoor Operation. Indoor and outdoor light
conditions differ significantly. Outdoor daylight scenarios
can often involve direct sunlight exposure, while indoor
lighting conditions are typically low light in comparison. The
LRF sensors are unaffected by light exposure from outdoor
direct sunlight or indoor low light conditions. Bright and low
light conditions have amore significant effect on RGB camera
vision. Different calibration techniques for RGB data are
required for indoor, low light and outdoor sunlight scenarios.
Calibration of image contrast on RGB and gray scale images
is used to compensate for changing light conditions.

Detecting the continuous smooth walls of the inside
corridor shown in Figure 6 can be accomplished with a 2D
LRF. The vision distance histogram shows the detection of
the corridor walls compared to the multicolored tiles on the
ground plane. Comparing the vision histogram to the LRF
distance histogram shows the similarity in detection of the
walls across multiple sensors. More complex object detection
indoors is addressed in a similar fashion to outdoor scenarios
with the combination of filtered RGB and 3D depth data.

6. Cluster Processing Results

The performance of the cluster processing is evaluated to
determine the benefits of increased parallel computing for
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real time operation. Each portion of the distributed programs
on a single computer is considered independently. The
system as a whole is tested for the limiting factors in the
overall performance of the cluster processing. The test results
indicate that the client computer program performance and
the dynamic 2D planer scan LRF program operates above
10Hz. Dynamic 2D refers to the scanning and processing of
a single planer scan from the LRF.The LRF scanning plane is

rotating around an additional pitch angle during the scanning
process.The robot vision program is not able to operate above
10Hz, which is the maximum hardware resolution. Therefore,
additional testing is conducted to determine the benefits of
image segmentation on vision performance. Furthermore,
the 3D LRF scanning is limited to less than 10Hz by the
LRF hardware. The 3D LRF scanning process refers to the
combination of a full sweep of single plane scans, and the
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Figure 8: Vision program processing time (top) and vision computer CPU usage (bottom) of 20 sec samples [9].

stacking and processing of the combined data sets into a 2D
representation of nearest obstacle edges.

6.1. EvaluationMetric. Thereal time performance of the clus-
ter is considered for program processing time and computer
CPU usage. The processing time includes the capture of a
frame from the perception sensors, combining perception
sensor data into a local map, instantaneous path determi-
nation and calculating necessary wheel speeds for motion
control execution. Low processing time is critical for smooth
real time operation of the smart wheelchair. The desired
processing time for the smart wheelchair with an operating
speed up to 4 MPH is 100 milliseconds (ms), or ten program
iterations per second.

The CPU usage of each computer in the cluster is
analyzed to determine the processing requirements of the
programs. Increased CPU usage can represent improved
task parallelism, while decreased CPU usage indicates less
data processing or improved program efficiency. Accurate
reading of the computer CPU usage for the methods used
in LabVIEW is limited to one sample per second. While the
processing time can be sampled effectively at a much higher
frequency, the processing time sample rate is limited to one
sample per second to correlate to the CPU usage.

6.2. Performance Monitor. A performance monitor is
designed to show the status of computer cluster processing

in a consolidated display for smart wheelchair real time
operation. A LabVIEW front panel is created to show CPU
usage, processing time and software activity of the individual
computers in the cluster. The performance monitor is used
for system evaluation during testing and development. Also
the portions of the monitor are integrated into the user
interface.

6.3. Startup Delay. There is a measurable startup delay
between activating the distributed LabVIEW programs on
the cluster and receiving updated information across the
LAN. The delay using network automation and activating
autonomous navigation from the client computer interface is
within four seconds (Figure 8). After four seconds, normal
runtime operation of the computer cluster is expected for
autonomous navigation. The startup delay on the individual
computers in the cluster is tested to be less than two seconds.
For the start to stop operation of the smart wheelchair and
switching between autonomous and manual control modes,
the programs are kept running in the background to reduce
the startup delay to a negligible amount. This comes with
the cost of power consumption and therefore, reduced smart
wheelchair operating time.

6.4. Runtime Performance. The runtime performance of
the cognition, LRF and vision programs vary considerably
(Figure 8). The cognition program on the client computer
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Table 1: Vision processing near 10Hz operating frequency.

720x225 960x300
Pixel Resolution (HxV) Pixel Resolution (HxV)

Image Segments CPU Usage (%) Processing Time
(ms)

Operating
Frequency (Hz) CPU Usage (%) Processing Time

(ms)
Operating

Frequency (Hz)
1 37 98 10.2 35 153 6.6
2 62 81 12.3 62 116 8.6
3 69 88 11.4 64 124 8.1
4 78 90 11.1 77 118 8.5

including path planning, motion control, and the user inter-
face, is able to achieve a processing time of approximately
20ms. The cognition program uses approximately 40% of the
client computer CPU during operation. Figure 8 shows the
vision program processing time and vision computer CPU
usage of 20 second samples for one, two, three, and four image
segments at eight different dual camera resolutions for one
vision computer.

The 2D LRF processing time is approximately 90ms,
achieving 11Hz operating frequency, and the 3D LRF pro-
cessing time is approximately 350ms, achieving only 3Hz
operating frequency. The 2D LRF data is processed as part
of the 3D LRF functionality and the 3D LRF utilizes 20%
of the LRF computer CPU. The processing time and CPU
usage of the vision program varies depending on image
resolution and the number of parallel image segments. The
general trend for the vision program resolutions ranging from
240x75 to 1920x600 is, an increase in resolution increases the
processing time and an increase in image segments decreases
the processing time. The benefit of reduced processing time
from image segmentation is most significant at the highest
tested resolution of 1920x600. At this resolution one image
segment requires over 0.5 seconds to process a single image
frame. Increasing the number of image segments to four,
results in a decrease of approximately 43% in the average
processing time to about 300ms. However, this processing
time is well above the desired 100ms for smooth smart
wheelchair operation.

At lower resolutions, the benefits of image segmentation
decrease completely. At the lowest three tested resolutions,
720x225 and below, increased image segmentation nega-
tively which impacts the processing time performance. This
resulted in more image threads increasing the processing
time. This presumably is due to the effect of processing over-
head of segmenting and combining the images in addition to
the rest of the image-processing pipeline. This can results in
the minimum processing time of 37ms on average occurring
at lowest resolution of 240x75 with only one image thread.

The CPU usage varies from about 35% to about 75%
where the overall resolution has little effect on the CPUusage.
Isolating the resolutions for processing time around 100ms
yields the two resolutions of 720x255 and 960x300 (Table 1).
With a resolution of 960x300 the processing time averages
close to 120ms for two image segments (Figure 8), with
one image segment performing significantly slower. Increas-
ing the image segments above two shows no significant
improvement. The 960x300 resolution configuration results

in a 0.27 megapixel resolution operating at 8.5Hz for each
vision computer, or 0.54 megapixel image processing using
two vision computers in the cluster.

To achieve an operating frequency of at least 10Hz, the
lower resolution of 720x225 is used for the current smart
wheelchair operation. For a resolution of 720x225, the fastest
average processing time of 81ms for the sample test is achieved
with 2 image segments. Since a higher number of image
segments produces no improvement on the processing time
but does increase the computer CPU usage, two image seg-
ments is preferable.This configuration achieves 0.3megapixel
resolution image processing between two vision computers at
over 12Hz operating frequency.

7. Conclusion

Advances are made on the technology of smart wheelchairs
with sensors and driven by intelligent control algorithms to
minimize the level of human intervention. The presented
vision-based control interface allows the user to adapt and
command the system at various levels of abstraction. The
cognition motion control algorithms and the master remote
control of the drive train is integrated in the control inter-
face. The cluster consists of the distributed algorithms, the
performance monitor and the network automation code that
are executed from a single computer. With the research
presented, the real time image processing is the limiting factor
for processing speed in the current cluster configuration.
From the results of the parallel processing capabilities of
LabVIEW and the eight processing threads on the Intel I7
hyper-threading CPU, the task parallelism for the vision
system can improve the CPU usage up to 80%. Currently
in the demonstrated design, a dedicated computer is utilized
for the LRF data processing cluster configuration that can be
optimized. From the simulation results, it is predicted that
combing the LRF algorithms onto the already fast performing
cognition client computer can reduce the four computers
to three. This modification is likely to achieve the same
processing time results across the cluster. To improve the task
parallelism of the vision algorithms or to provide space in the
cluster for new algorithm development, the fourth computer
could be utilized.
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Containing a wildfire requires an efficient response and persistent monitoring. A crucial aspect is the ability to search for the
boundaries of the wildfire by exploring a wide area. However, even as wildfires are increasing today, the number of available
monitoring systems that can provide support is decreasing, creating an operational gap and slow response in such urgent situations.
The objective of this work is to estimate a propagating boundary and create an autonomous system that works in real time. It
proposes a coordination strategywith a newmethodology for estimating the periphery of a propagating phenomenon using limited
observations.The complete system design, tested on the high-fidelity simulation, demonstrates that steering the vehicles toward the
highest perpendicular uncertainty generates the effective predictions. The results indicate that the new coordination scheme has a
large beneficial impact on uncertainty suppression.This study thus suggests that an efficient solution for suppressing uncertainty in
monitoring a wildfire is to use a fleet of low-cost unmanned aerial vehicles that can be deployed quickly. Further research is needed
on other deployment schemes that work in different natural disaster case studies.

1. Introduction

In any region undergoing some form of environmental
distress, it is very important to detect changes occurring on
the ground. In some cases, the environmental incident has
spatial changes, and the incident spreads steadily. In other
cases, it becomes difficult to follow the incident without
knowing how it is evolving. Having a system that follows the
event helps rescue human lives, monitor the incident, and
allow the human responders to take better actions (as well as
deploy assets in an optimal manner to mitigate the incident).

It is of great importance to monitor and respond to
natural phenomena (e.g., fires) and national security disasters
(e.g., emitting source). One needs to be able to explore a
wide area and search for the source of hazardous substance
emissions or the expansion of a fire front. In 2016 alone,
Federal agencies reported 67,595 fires and an estimated cost
of fire suppression of approximately 2 billion U.S. dollars [1].
In addition to financial loss and significant damage to the
environment, wildfires threaten the lives of firefighters and
civilians during these fire extinguishing operations [2].

There are two main reasons why a solution to fire
tracking needs to be found. The first relates to modeling; it
is very challenging to predict the fire frontier as a stochastic
phenomenon dependent on weather conditions, terrain, and
fuel (flammable materials) [3].

Secondly, operational aspects are exposed to severe lim-
itations and constraints. The resources to respond to and
monitor disasters are still quite limited. In the aviation section
of the National Interagency Fire Center’s annual summary
of wildfire activity in 2012, there were many requests for
large air tankers, which were Unable To be Filled (UTF). The
number of cases of firefighters needing air tankers that were
unavailable reached a high of 48 percent in 2012 [4] (This
means that, in 2012, almost half of all requests for tankers to
bomb fires were unanswered due to limited resources).

An incident with a dangerous spread area requires imme-
diate exploration. Some examples are distributed fire spots
and chemical threats; however, there are many others. This
type of scenario requires surveillance to search for threats,
but human observers are difficult to deploy because the task
is dull, dirty, and/or dangerous.Wildfiremonitoringmissions
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Figure 1: Progression map of the Martin Incident. The image is
processed after the incident and relies on number of sources (from
CAL FIRE).

are a perfect example of why a solution needs to be developed.
Wildfires (and all natural and national threats phenomena)
require urgent attention and an efficient response to monitor
and contain their spread.

Figure 1 shows an example of a progression map of
a wildfire incident. The periphery grows in time, and the
boundary of thewildfire spreads. Knowing that the terrain is a
dominant factor helps to understand the outcome in relation
to the vegetation type, and knowing the actual weather
explains the direction of propagation. The incident last for
almost two days and spread out over a distance of 2km. It
points to the necessity for a real-time monitoring system.

1.1. Existing Monitoring Systems. Previous studies have exam-
ined two different solutions: one on the ground and one
in the air. In the first case, ground vehicles are used to
explore the area. Use of ground vehicles depends on how
passable is the area which needs to be explored. Ground
vehicle capability is not necessarily suitable for scenarios with
difficult terrain. In the second case, the deployment is in the
air, the motion is smooth, and the area can be observed much
more efficiently. In addition, most of those scenarios have
a critical time factor. The systems phenomena are dealing
with time, and because the existing system capabilities are
limited, they cannot collect all spatial/temporal information

at once. Whenever the observing vehicle is positioned in any
one place, the systemnecessarily misses events in other places
within the search area.

Ref. [6] describes existing projects that support disaster
management in real time mainly systems that are space-
based (e.g., GlobalStar), or high altitude and long duration
(e.g., Global Hawk). The projects reinforce the importance
of tracking events like floods and earthquakes, and how the
tracking events help to monitor the incidents and handle
them effectively from the ground control segment.

Ref. [7] describes remote sensing techniques and sensor
packages that have been used on UAVs (Unmanned Air
Vehicles). The author argues that these techniques can serve
as the main solution for various disasters. Reviewing the
literature on the development of UAVs, including projects
with different types of sensors (IR/Visual) and platforms
(fixed-wing/rotary-wing), he concludes that Multi-UAVs can
be used to avoid the drawbacks of approaches that are based
on either land or space.

1.2. Multi-UAV. The ideal mission for a UAV is monitoring
a wide area and searching for the source of emission of
a hazardous substance or expansion of a fire front. There
has been a rising interest in increasing UAV efficiency and
reliability. Autonomous vehicles have been used in a variety
of applications for surveillance, search, and exploration [8]. In
surveillance problems, the target space needs to be surveyed
continuously. It differs from a coverage problem, which
involves optimal deployment of the sensors for complete
coverage of the target area. It also differs from an exploration
problem, which deals with gaining more information about
the bounded area [9].This exploration research moves in two
directions. The first focuses on how to pinpoint the source of
an odor [10, 11]. In this area of research, robots are tasked with
detecting, tracking and seeking the odor source efficiently.

The second direction of this exploration research focuses
on how to establish the boundary or perimeter of a spreading
phenomenon in order tomonitor the area and prevent human
exposure to risk [12]. Because of the spatial limitations of
a single UAV, most research currently focuses on how to
monitor large areas by operating multiple inexpensive simple
UAVs simultaneously [13].

Though the studies mentioned above are significant,
they focus on exploring the environment using clues (e.g.,
aerosol diffusion) for tracing emission sources. Moreover, the
techniques used to detect the plume or periphery are strongly
dependent on the spatial gradient change of the underlying
tracked phenomenon. The research presented in our work
proposes to explore the area by using approximate inference
methods [14] and statistical reasoning [15]. The developed
method takes into consideration the operational aspect of
the mission in addition to the statistical characteristics of the
underlying phenomenon.

1.3. Coordination. Most of the multi-UAV systems are
designed to address problems related to specific research in a
particular environment of interest. The UAVs cooperate and
share data to obtain information on a certain aspect of the
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environment. Regardless of the number of UAVs and size
of the AOI (Area Of Interest), cooperative systems deliver
an improved overall picture of the environment through
coordination.

The design of cooperative systems mainly discusses the
control strategy (e.g., centralized or decentralized) and the
level of autonomy. Framework design inspired by a biological
system has been a popular concept of research for some
time (to name a few [16–18]). Nevertheless, achieving such
complexity through control techniques is considerably chal-
lenging.

There aremany studies onmulti-UAVcooperative control
systems that address coordination issues. These focus on
designing a system to control and monitor a region. One
of the earliest studies proposed using aerial photographs to
monitor fires in order to combat them [19].The objective was
to use aerial photographs to map the fire and then coordinate
the team on the ground. In the past few years, the literature
has included more and more research of systems utilizing a
team of small cooperating UAVs to get better surveillance;
that is, better response time inmissions where time is critical.

Recent studies have focused on special missions that
can be efficiently performed with multi-UAV systems. Some
address the problems of formation flight and some the
problems of coordination. Fewer studies have been done
on reconfiguring the coordination [20] or on coordina-
tion where the assigned tasks have uncertainty. This paper
demonstrates that if the guidance system accounts for real-
time events and is able to adjust the flight formation to
incorporate changes, then the trajectories are more effective
than traditional methods.

Closely related is the work that has been done on multi-
UAVcoordination for trackingmissions for search and rescue
or surveillance [21]. It presents a concept that relies on low
altitude and short endurance (UAVs). The work explores
tracking a fire line by using a team of UAVs following the
perimeter of the wildfire area. The UAVs return periodically
to the ground station location for downloading the collected
data. The research focused on how to minimize the latency
associated with the fire perimeter measurement when it is
transferred to the ground station.

In [22], the design includes a coordination scheme to
control a rotary-wing platform (Quadrotor) for a similar
mission to the one above. Essentially the motion of the
UAV patrols the propagating perimeter. Whenever one UAV
approaches another UAV (rendezvous point), deconflict the
rendezvous and resolve each UAV next flight direction. That
research assumes, however, that the perimeter of the fire is
circular. These studies (and similar ones) examine a specific
scenario where the focus is on directly tracking the periphery
point.This is limited, however, by focusing on the connection
between the uncertainty of the spreading perimeter and the
maneuverability of the fleet needed tomaintain knowledge of
the complete perimeter.

1.4. Observation. In coordination, one of the basic operations
is observation sharing. Most of the recent studies in multi-
UAV address the problem of partial information. It reflects

the “real-world” problemwhere theUAVhas limited commu-
nications (range or bandwidth). One UAV can communicate
with one that is close by, but not with another that is far
away. Ref. [23] presents a variety of research problems in
which multivehicle systems agree on the value of observed
data (consensus), and explores control strategies and a set of
solutions for implementing them. Ref. [24] includes a chapter
that suggests various deployment algorithms. They consider
a distributed algorithm to address the physical limitations of
the communication system for observation sharing.

If a coordination algorithm for an environment with
uncertainty is available, the overall system still relies on
individual sensing capabilities. Even if the system uses the
best or most advanced sensors, the sensors can be restricted
by environmental conditions, i.e., the sensors carried by the
UAVdo not have sufficient range [25], and the data measured
can only be local and quantized.

The inefficiency of current systems with high-level-
control creates significant timing difficulties for achieving the
mission objectives.Theongoingmission can leave one vehicle
loitering, resulting in a high latency of updates. Based on
different studies [21], this represents a large time loss during
a mission, with fewer updates, which in some cases can cause
the mission to fail in its tracking objective.

1.5. Propagated Periphery Modeling. Disaster growth models,
which predict the spatial and temporal dynamic spread rate,
may help in evaluating the situation and deciding on a
suitable response in a real-time deployment [3]. Appropriate
representation and estimation of the spatial uncertainty can
improve the prediction or help in developing a simplified
model [26]. Amission with an uncertainty model for the AOI
stands to benefit substantially from the predicted confidence
envelope approach. For example, in expected high rate of
spread (RoS) segments along the AOI perimeter, the alloca-
tion can use the availability and priority of the segment to get
better results than if it were to assume that all segments along
the perimeter are identical. Available UAVs can be redirected
to new areas instead of merely loitering.

In one of the biggest wildfire research projects done by
the Joint Fire Science Program, the researchers developed fire
behavior models for operational use. Their main objective
was to develop a detailed dynamic model to predict the
physical behavior of the ground phenomenon. They consid-
ered two simple fire modeling approaches. In both models,
the assumption was that the local spread at a point on the
perimeter is perpendicular to the fire perimeter into an
unburned environment and that the fire has a local RoS
normal to the fire line.

2. Problem Definition

This research proposes a system design and implementation
for quick deployment of a low-cost, low-power fleet of UAVs
with a high-level ground control system. The results of this
research project introduce the new methods which can serve
as high-level-control for operational multiagent systems: a
method to estimate a propagated boundary [5] and a scheme
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Figure 2: Setup of the boundary representation approach. 𝐶𝑃𝑖 and
𝐶𝑃𝑗 (square) are two of many grid points representing the close
predictedperiphery (in blue).TheOrigin (circle) is the starting point
of the propagated phenomenon, and the UAVs are used to collect
observations.

for optimal deployment of a fleet of agents in an exploration
mission [27].

The problem is one of optimization with respect to time
with sparse measurements detected by a fleet of UAVs. The
UAVs have a dynamic process to monitor, as quickly as
possible, a periphery represented by a set of Control Points
(CPs).The complete system design considers the uncertainty
of the bounded phenomenon, where each UAV fleet member
carries an on-board sensor to distinguish between inside and
outside areas.

Figure 2 illustrates the approach taken to represent the
boundary with a set of CPs connected by straight lines. Each
CP has a nominal spread rate that is considered relative to
the origin point of the propagated phenomenon. That is, the
spread rate is always pointed outward. The information is
being gathered by a UAV to provide the observations that are
noted as IN or OUT relative to the enclosed periphery. The
optimum policy is derived from the decision of which CP the
UAV should approach first to reduce uncertainty.

3. Periphery Estimation Methods

The estimation methods approach in this research project
relies on an earlier developed technique for estimation of
propagated boundary with quantized measurements [5].The
monitoring system involves large numbers of possibly ran-
domly distributed inexpensive sensors, with limited sensing
and processing. The estimator incorporates observations
gathered by multiple observers and uses the Quantized
Kalman Filter (QKF) estimation method [28] to update the
expected location and unobserved spread rate.This technique
has been extended and laid out the groundwork for the
Greedy Uncertainty Suppression (GUS) strategy [27].

The estimation is meaningless in a situation where the
available sensors are located inefficiently (e.g., considerably

Boundary Estimation (with QKF)
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Figure 3: A periphery estimation with a single UAV for an
autonomousmission is illustrated.The red line represents the actual
periphery, and the blue line represents the estimated one. The UAV
flies over the explored area autonomously. The line of sight to one
of the CPs illustrates the directional effect of arbitrary CP.The QKF
method is employed on all the CPs simultaneously, and the UAVs
identify the current highest uncertainty to approach next (originally
presented in [5]).

far or colocated). The GUS strategy searches for trajecto-
ries that improve the estimated boundary of a propagated
phenomenon. The methodology designed for on-line look-
ahead approaches to rerouting the UAVs is computationally
intractable [8]. To improve the performance, even more, one
can use the new approach to further suppress uncertainty.
The UAV trajectory is changed to continuously reduce the
uncertainty in the biggest covariance among all CPs, by flying
directly to the tip of the major axis of that ellipse. Figure 3
illustrates the basic concept for reducing the uncertainty
autonomously. Each associated uncertainty is represented as
an ellipse (of 95% of confidence area). In previous work, it
has been observed that reducing uncertainty is related to
measuring distance as well as the arbitrary approach angle
direction to an arbitrary analyzed CP. Moreover, uncertainty
depends on measurements availability. Hence uncertainty
grows with time when no significant observations have
been incorporated. The UAV can approach a CP along the
direction of its maximal uncertainty axis (direction of major
axis of the covariance) and reduce the one-dimensional
uncertainty. Interestingly the observed property affecting the
uncertainty of CP is the line-of-sight direction.

4. Guidance Logic

4.1. Overview. The trajectory addresses the monitoring prob-
lem by adopting common principles. The first is a book-
keeping. The mission planner keeps track of representative
quantities of interest. Reference [29] suggests discretizing
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the target space. Space gridding is typically performed after
initial space decomposition which divides the target space
into subspaces and later assigns them to different UAVs.

The second fundamental principle is the mission plan.
The method considers the UAV deployment stage and pre-
planned search patterns (e.g., zigzag, spiral, and alternating)
in case there is a need to switch back. The third principle
is the replanning which adjusts the uncertainty models with
observations.

The suggested strategy considers the perpendicular direc-
tion of the uncertainty major axis as the next search direction.
The periphery is divided into segments based on the number
of UAVs and the resolution of the periphery (number of CPs).
The planner chooses important CPs which are distributed
along the perimeter. Assigning a UAV to one of the CPs will
influence the others and reduce the uncertainty accordingly.

Deploying the UAVs is based on the number of available
resources. For example, for two UAVs the deployment is to
two segments of the predicted polygon where one UAV is
assigned to the highest look-ahead uncertainty (weighted by
variance and time-to-go) and the second direction is the
highest uncertainty on the remaining segments.

Three benefits are gained from that allocation policy:
First, the solution avoids flyby trajectories and potential
collision. Second, UAVs are not allocated to the same or
a close area. Third, the trajectories are being evaluated for
dynamic motion feasibility to be carried out by the assigned
UAV.

4.2. Greedy Uncertainty Suppression (GUS). GUS strategy
tends to minimize the maximum uncertainty over all CPs
by incorporating observations over a long period. The policy
achieves longer look-aheadwith an on-line rerouting logic for
the fleet members’ task.

The implementation includes two main parts; coordina-
tion and allocation. The basic operation leads to coordination
involves sharing information of the assigned tasks.The UAVs
share their observations with a centralized entity. The obser-
vations incorporated sequentially in the estimation process.
GUS algorithm is a step by step procedure to determine the
best task to each UAV.The notation uses superscript 𝑗 to label
UAV and 𝑖 as an index of an arbitrary CP.

The first step relies on a previously developed algorithm
[5] (QKF).This procedure includes system coordinates trans-
formation, scalar probability evaluation, and Kalman Filter to
estimate the state (𝑥𝐶𝑃𝑖𝑥,𝑦) and covariance (�̂�𝐶𝑃𝑖𝑥,𝑦 ) of the CPs in
the original coordinates frame.

The following steps determined the new policy. Step
2, sort the CPs estimation by their major variances. After
correcting the state (𝑥𝐶𝑃𝑖𝑥,𝑦) and updating the covariances
(�̂�𝐶𝑃𝑖𝑥,𝑦 ) the procedure continues to evaluate the major-axes
of the projected uncertainties. By sorting the variances and
adjusting the waypoints along the compass line the algorithm
generates candidate destinations.

To evaluate all the alternatives, Step 3, run Dubins
Vehicle algorithm which also provides the length of feasible
trajectories and evaluates the time-to-go for each UAV. The
associated trajectory for 𝑈𝐴𝑉𝑗 weighted by the cost function

and step 4 assigns the UAV to its best feasible task. The
weights of the cost function address the need to consider
additional restrictions (for example, deploying the UAVs to
one side of the periphery) or tasks.

The propagation of the error between predicted and
actual boundary can increase with no control. An additional
task assigned where UAV had not cross the actual boundary
for a long duration. The policy includes a special allocation
mode, rerouting toward the origin point and searches for a
crossing point. When that step is done the algorithm is back
to the default allocation mode.

5. Monitoring System Architecture

5.1. Background. For many experimental and operational
applications, UAVs can enable or enhance the efforts available
to researchers or operational teams. Much work has been
done to make UAVs useful in a myriad of scenarios. In some
scenarios, operating in the environment requires special skills
or training that operational teams do not have; here an
autonomous system can enable access that was previously
difficult to obtain. In recent years, there has been a rapidly
increasing interest in UAVs where the operational problem
requires an airborne platform.

Technological progress has made it possible to use inex-
pensive autopilots on small UAVs. The development of high-
density batteries, long-range and low-power radios, cheap
airframes, high-performance microprocessors, and powerful
electrical motors all make experimental research or opera-
tional team with UAVs more practical than ever [30]. The
availability of UAVs as a fast deployable resource allows teams
to explore many new kinds of scenarios such as wildfire.
The flexibility of the system design further allows for quick
changes, reducing the project workload.

A modern UAV system consists of an on-board control
system (i.e., autopilot) and Ground Control Station (GCS).
The autopilot utilizes various sensors, communication mod-
ules, a power supply unit, and embedded software to control
the UAV.The autopilot software is the real-time implementa-
tion of the guidance, navigation and control algorithm; one
of the demands on designing a rapid prototype testbed is to
enable control algorithms, discussed briefly in [31].

Autopilots control and guide the UAVs in flight. They
rely on data gathered by various sensors and on a central
processing unit (CPU), which carries out the instructions
of the program. The objective of an autopilot system is to
consistently guide the UAVs to follow reference paths or
navigate through several waypoints. A UAV autopilot system
is a closed-loop control system consisting of two parts:
the state observer and the controller. A typical observer is
designed to estimate the state (e.g., attitude) from sensor
measurements (gyro, accel); advanced control techniques are
used in the UAV autopilot systems to guarantee smooth,
desirable trajectory navigation.

This paper focuses on the design of a multi-UAV system
that is used in this research project and future projects. The
emphasis is on the need for multi-UAV coordination and
high-level-control. Ref. [31] provides a review of the existing
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Figure 4: SLUGS II code generation workflow, with a new verifica-
tion step, Multi-UAV Software in the loop (MSIL).

autopilot and the migration process from the previous suc-
cessful rapid prototyping concept to a new design.

SLUGS (Santa Cruz Low-cost Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Guidance, Navigation & Control System) is a platform that
includes autopilot software and hardware components that
enable a flexible environment for research in GNC appli-
cations [32]. The SLUGS was designed primarily for GNC
research, and it has already been used in many flight tests.
It is also part of the experimentation with fixed-wing UAV
systems, presented in the following section.

TheSLUGS II design improves on previous SLUGSdesign
because it provides rapid prototyping control for multi-UAV
systems. The control design process is made up of many
iterations that can be verified and validated through both
simulation in the Simulink environment and with autocode
generation.

5.2. So�ware Design. The complete autopilot algorithm is
implemented in Simulink using block diagrams and Matlab
toolboxes (MPLAB X - Microchip Integrated Development
Environment (IDE), and dsPIC - digital signal controllers
support for Embedded Coder). Simulink blocks and Matlab
routines are effective software that can be used to modify the
algorithm and verify the design. Once the model is updated
in the Simulink environment, it then generates the new code
with the updated features. The R&D work in a model based
environment makes the programming phase easier. Simulink
includes tools that automatically generate and compile the
code. The code is then deployed directly to the autopilot
hardware [33].

SLUGS IImodifies the design process to add a verification
step for the generated code in a flexible and friendly environ-
ment that is committed to the sequence of events in software
rather than to guarantee strong real-time performance execu-
tion of the code. Figure 4 demonstrates the code generation
process and the design validation is discussed in detail in the
implementation section.

The software design, as presented in Figure 5, introduces
the first order constraints of a dynamical system where the
vehicles are mobile and the environment domain changes.

The models are software oriented implementations in
which the execution processes guarantees to reconstruct the
outcome; hence, the process is deterministic. TheUAVmodel

UAV
Kinematics

Multi-UAV
Controller

Propagation
Model

Wind
Model

GCS / UAV

SLUGS II
Autopilots

Figure 5: Multi-UAVMonitoring System, software block diagram.

Figure 6: AUAV3 board.

in the software is a mathematical representation of the actual
motion of nonholonomic systems.

The propagation model helps anticipate the boundary
location in time. The developed model represents the fire-
front propagation of a wildland fire. The implementation of
this model is a greedy evaluation; each point out of a set of
grid points along the periphery is evaluated. Wind velocity
and ground slope are incorporated into the propagation
model. The model combines the wind velocity and ground
slope directly to each grid point of the boundary.

5.3. Hardware Design. The literature on COTS autopilots
suggests that the minimum requirements for a research
autopilot are robustness and attitude accuracy, enough for
low altitude flight surveillance. Hardware must include sen-
sors on-board and software for an attitude solution [34].This
hardware design makes an important contribution to the
research framework because it introduces a new design. The
SLUGS embedded system features two Microchip dsPIC33F
microcontrollers. That design allows SLUGS to implement
more complex and effective Guidance, Navigation and Con-
trol (GNC) algorithms. It provides a high level of safety
and fault tolerance features, and it is designed such that the
autopilot system would have more than enough processing
power. However, it means moremaintenance for the research
autopilot Integrated Development Environment (IDE), and
increased cost.

SLUGS II simplifies the existing design by using on a reli-
able commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware.TheAUAV3
is a commercial open-hardware development board (all PCB
layouts are provided) [35]. It features a single Microchip
dsPIC33EP with twice the clock rate of the dsPIC33F. The
AUAV3 board (see Figure 6) comprises peripheral circuits for
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Figure 7: SLUGS II basic components.

IMU, Magnetometer, Barometer and the standard commu-
nication interfaces (SPI, CAN, UART and 𝐼2𝐶). Researchers
have examined using the AUAV3 to replace the in-house
SLUGS hardware. Ref. [31] discusses the SLUGS II Simulink
model migration process in more detail, and the steps for
verifying and validating the performance with a series of
flight tests.

The design of SLUGS II is such that it can be adapted
to various different scales. It provides a solution for multiple
UAVs in the testing environment when they are needed for
research or development. The major challenges of research
in multi-UAV are handling duplicate systems with low main-
tenance cost, reliability, and researchers’ insufficient skills.
The UAV is linked with continually changing technology so
that new infrastructure needs to be assessed and adopted
in order to improve the existing system. The system design
can help with this maintenance by enhancing the new R&D
autopilot environment, eliminating the need to maintain
multiple platforms can reduce overhead costs and develop-
ment difficulties.

Figure 7 presents the basic hardware configuration
per any single UAV employed by the monitoring system.
The AUAV3 autopilot controls the GPS receiver, teleme-
try (recorded by a logger and transmitted to the GCS),
remote-control (RC) inputs for a pilot safe mode and radio
transceivers (3DR Radio) for manual and autonomous flight
modes.

6. Monitoring System Implementation

6.1. SLUGS II Components. TheAUAV3 addresses the issue of
the skills needed to develop or maintain in-house hardware.
Commercial hardware is constantly being updated, and for
the R&D autopilot, this is an opportunity to put all the
efforts into developing GNC algorithms and utilizing low-
costCOTShardware.Theold hardware is difficult to integrate
with newer sensors and sensing technology. Complex appli-
cations require a flexible and adaptive R&D autopilot to keep
up with a dynamic environment.

The UAV model integrated within the Simulink devel-
opment model is another challenging component. It needs
specialized skills to tune and adjust to different platforms.

Porting the X-Plane simulator improves the development
effort and further reduces costs. Different airplane models
can be found on the local simulator database instead of tun-
ing the aerodynamic coefficients of a six-degree-of-freedom
(6DOF) model by hand.

Two components are migrated as part of SLUGS II
design. The benchmark configuration takes the MatrixPilot
open-source autopilot and deploys the code on the AUAV3
board. Performance benchmarking ensures that the migrated
components perform as well as or better than the old
components. The new configuration is then evaluated in
multi-UAVsoftware in the loop (MSIL) simulation and in real
flight tests.

Once the assessment of the AUAV3 board is completed,
the Simulink model is then modified. The model adjusts to
the new dsPic configuration. This integration phase includes
eliminating the blocks that handle communication between
the separate processors, improving the modeling style, opti-
mization, removing dead code, and identifying incompatible
porting issues. Configuring the Simulink model to the new
AUAV3 board is based on the Microchip dsPIC toolbox (a
new revision of the Lubins Blockset [36]). Although the
complete process requires significant manual work, the main
intellectual property (IP) of the R&D autopilot remains
almost untouched.

In the final phase, the newly migrated autopilot is sub-
jected to rigorous testing using test cases applied to the
original design (SLUGS) andMatrixPilot [37]. Apart from the
functional load testing, testing is carried out to ensure that
the necessary performance level is achieved. The migrated
autogenerated code is deployed, and parameters are fine-
tuned for the new airframe (BixlerII).

6.2. Ground Control Station. The GCS is one of the most
important components in a UAV system. It provides an
operational interface tomonitor and control the assigned task
to the multiple UAVs. It presents any additional information
that does not require the autopilot to complete its task;
however, it supports the user who monitors the mission to
coordinate with other systems for better decision making.
The GCS includes indications for the mission showing the
relevant spatial data (i.e., geodetic coordinates) associated
with the map of the area of interest (see Figure 8).

The GCS communicate with the UAVs using a bidirec-
tional data link (X-Bees transceivers). It runs on a mobile
laptop computer that can easily be transported to the test site.

A complete process that supports a multi-UAV config-
uration is needed to be considered by the autopilot system
for real-time identification and task allocation. To support
a multi-UAV configuration, the SLUGS II design extended
the tools for software verification. The multi-UAV IDE offers
code verification with complete software in the loop (SIL)
simulation.

6.3. Multi-UAV So�ware in the Loop. MSIL simulation is a
higher level of fidelity for the final steps of developing the
high-level-controller. MSIL simulation allows running the
SLUGS II research autopilot on a computer before running
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Figure 8: The graphical user interface (GUI) of the GCS is
presented.The open-source software (Qt-Ground-Control: QGC) is
adopted and extended to support the design of a multi-UAV moni-
toring system.The software supports the planning and visualization
of the UAVs’ trajectories in real time.

it on the target processor. It communicates with a simulator
for simulating high-fidelity flight dynamics (X-Plane). The
MSIL simulation is meant to run a single or multi-UAV
configuration and support the external interfaces and built-
in internal calls (for example, memory, timing and peripheral
libraries) of every instance of the SLUGS II autopilot code.

The MSIL software includes the generated code, which is
compiled together with a handling layer (real-time wrapper
software). The RT Wrapper interfaces with the external
software through a User Datagram Protocol (UDP) socket
or a serial port. The MSIL simulation controls the simulated
GPS, telemetry and remote-control (RC) inputs for a real RC
controller (training mode). The autopilot researcher benefits
from the ease of integrating the original generated code and
having an easy, friendly environment for debugging.

The GCS unit controls the UAVs through a communica-
tion bridge to ensure two-way communication between the
GCS and the SLUGS II autopilot. The autopilot can directly
manage information from the serial port (or in case of MSIL
from the buffer of the serial port). The RT Wrapper (in
Figure 9) is responsible for managing the buffers and for
distributing the MAVlink messages between real UAVs or
simulated modules.

The coordination algorithm is executed in Matlab and
works as an extension of the GCS. The RT Wrapper creates
a tunnel between Matlab and the SLUGS II software through
a physical communication link (UDP) using the MAVlink
protocol.

6.4. Multi-UAVHardware in the Loop. TheMulti-UAV hard-
ware In the Loop (MHIL) simulation runs the SLUGS II
software stack on the AUAV3 flight controller using raw
sensor data fed in from the simulated environment running
on the desktop PC. HIL simulation replaces the UAV and
the environment with a simulator (the simulator has a high-
fidelity aircraft dynamics model and environment model
for wind, turbulence, etc.) The physical autopilot hardware
(AUAV3) is configured exactly as for flight and connects to

UAV Models
& Environment

& Environment

Multi-UAV
Controller

MATLAB

UAV Models

X-Plane

SLUGS II
Autopilots

RT Wrapper

Mission
Controller

GCS

MSIL Simulation

Figure 9: MSIL block diagram.

a computer running the simulator rather than the aircraft. In
this sense, the AUAV3 does not know it is flying a simulation.

Figure 10 shows the MHIL setup. The involved units
in the MHIL configuration are depicted along with their
associated interfaces. TheAUAV3 and the GCS are connected
physically by a telemetry link. The autopilot is connected to
a computer running the simulator. The simulator is fed by
the servo commands and responds with sensory values from
the simulated airplane model. The generated sensor values
are similar to the IMU output and injected to the navigation
algorithm as the UAV autopilot flies the high-fidelity flight
situation.

In the end, all of the various functionalities must work
both as individual subsystems, but also integrated as part
of the entire system: experiment with the UAV design, the
basic multi-UAV flight formation, and themonitoring system
control. Each one is a step in validating the complete system
design which addresses the full multi-UAVmonitoring prob-
lem.

The system architecture can be utilized in a centralized
or a decentralized scheme of operation to enable coordi-
nation and information sharing. In a centralized system
configuration, the UAVs relay real-time information between
each other through the GCS. Alternatively, the UAVs could
transmit real-time information between group members (a
decentralized scheme configuration).

7. Simulation Results

7.1. Periphery Estimation Evaluation. The simulation is
designed to evaluate all major components which involve
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in the GUS strategy. The environment conditions are being
simulated based on a model of a propagated wildfire with a
random and bounded spread rate (3 ± 0.1 [𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐]). UAVs
allocation is being implemented in a separate component
which incorporates the observations gathered by the simu-
lated UAVs.

The UAV dynamics model subject to constant-speed of
20[𝑚/𝑠𝑒𝑐] which is the approximated speed of the platform
that has been developed and examined for the experimental
stage of this research. Moreover, the centralized controller
comprises the QKF estimator which fuses the observations,
and it is based on a previously derived technique. The
following simulated scenarios explored the efficiency of the
suggested concept.

The initial setup attempts to adhere to the real problem,
and therefore a real-time data received from the CAL FIRE
(San Mateo Santa Cruz Unit for the Martin Incident) is used.
For example, the initial AOI is large (1𝐾𝑚 × 1𝐾𝑚) and the
time scale is long (i.e., hours). Figure 11 shows the actual
periphery with two UAVs deployed from both sides of it.

The propagation model used in the simulation is simpli-
fied. However, it allows investigating the major properties of
fire spreading. The dynamic expansion of the boundary, the
environmental effects (i.e., wind and slope) and the feasibility
are all considered in the implementation and are utilized for
different scenarios.

Figure 12 demonstrates the scenariowith runningGUS. A
local error bar represents the uncertainty of each CP.The size
of an error bar is correlated with the size of the perpendicular
and tangential variances.

The performance measure offered in [5] accounts for two
performance indicators: errors and uncertainty. The errors
indicator comprised the mean-square-error, where the errors
are between the predicted and the actual periphery. The
uncertainty indicator is simply taking the mean of the CPs’
major variances. Both indicators are weighted equally in
the combined performance measure, √∑𝑁𝑖 (𝑒𝑟𝑟2𝐶𝑃𝑖 + 𝜎2𝐶𝑃𝑖). In
the figures, uncertainty is represented by an error bar in
the global coordinates system, and the performances are
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Figure 11: Initial setup.TheUAVs are at the final stage of the deploy-
ment phase and located on the opposite sides of the boundaries.The
actual periphery is a solid red line, and the predicted periphery is
a dashed blue line. The error bar associated with an arbitrary CP
represents its current perpendicular uncertainty (1𝜎). Note that the
error bar is equal and results in a predetermined prediction that is
based on a maximal spread rate.

evaluated relative to the perpendicular component of the
local predicted periphery.

Figure 13 shows the combined performancemeasure with
its two performance indicators.

If there were no errors and no uncertainty, then the
traditional periphery tracking was an optimal approach. In
practice, the uncertainty grows with time, and although
errors are reduced to a minimum when the UAV crosses
the CP, the spread rate is not observable, and the errors
continue to grow shortly after updating the location with
the nearby CP. The resulting trajectories and performance
improve the benchmark strategy results (see [27]). Figure 14
demonstrates that the GUS and the benchmark have very
different performance for a scenario with a wind. The GUS
reduces the uncertainty much more over the time of the
mission.

8. SLUGS II Validation

8.1. System Configuration. The platform used for the first
flight tests was a Phoenix R/C aircraft; later the platform
was changed to a Hobby King Bixler 2 (demonstrated in
Figure 15). Both of the planes are low-cost foam kits and
have a flying weight of approximately 2 lbs. The Phoenix and
the Bixler 2 both feature a pusher propeller configuration
that reduces vibration and increases overall robustness for a
belly landing (neither aircraft has landing gear). The wings
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Figure 15: RC model plane: Hobby King Bixler 2.

and fuselage are reinforced with carbon fiber tubes that
provide ample rigidity to the airframe [38]. The aircraft is
hand launched for take-off. The Bixler 2 wings are almost
an elliptical platform with curved winglets for increased
flight efficiency. The power plant for the Bixler 2 aircraft is
a 1200 kV brushless DC electric motor. The power source
used is a 2200mAh Lithium Polymer battery. This battery
provides sufficient current for the electric motor, servo, and
the AUAV3 autopilot board, through the Electronic Speed
Controller (ESC). The ESC provides a 5.0 volt supply to
the servos and the AUAV3 autopilot through the Battery
Eliminator Circuit (BEC) and also provides a control signal
and power to the brushless motor. The BEC is designed
to keep servos R/C receiver running while the baking has
dropped too far in voltage to power the motor. The SLUGS
II autopilot, like most other autopilots, uses a Proportional-
Integral-Derivative (PID) control method for the low-level
control loops [32]. The flight controller is developed as a
Simulink model, and although it is relatively easy to alter its
structure, it requires extensive knowledge about the inner and
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Figure 16: Experiment hardware is shown. On the right, two
airplanes model that have been used during the field test. On the
left, the GCS deployed on the field.

outer loop structure to redesign the controls. The simulation
tests were devoted to validating the viability of the flight
controller as flyable. This part of the testing covers the tuning
process of the PID gains for the various autopilot control
loops.

Figure 16 shows the outcome of the integration with the
basic real-time components; autopilot, the UAV platforms,
and the GCS a moment before performing a field test.

8.2. Flight Test. The goal of the SLUGS II validation is
to support the R&D monitoring system development. The
validation relies on several factors, including flight controller
and path following performances. The flight controller has
been extensively tested within the simulation. The environ-
ment supports parameter tuning which can accommodate
hardware changes and flight mode extensions.

The most important feature of the SLUGS II autopilot
for the R&D monitoring system is its autonomous waypoint
navigation capabilities. The ground operator, through the
GCS interface, can specify a sequence of waypoints to define
the path the vehicle should follow. Figure 17 describes an
example of a running scenariowith fourwaypoints and shows
how the vehicle follows the desired path while tuning PID
gain parameters. Figure 17 shows that initially, the gains were
too low, and the system had a slow response.

9. Conclusions

In summary, this paper has presented the design for mon-
itoring system with a core methodology for coordinating a
fleet of UAVs to suppress the uncertainty of a generic ground
phenomenon. The coordination technique integrated with
a R&D monitoring system which was designed carefully to
improve the estimation of a propagated periphery supports
decision making in an operational scenario.

The system design comprises the major components
of a R&D monitoring system: high-level-controller, flight
control, and ground control. The development process of
the UAV flight controller (autopilot) has been improved
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Figure 17: Simulated scenario with a single UAV is presented. The
UAV trajectory is inXYCartesian coordinate frame and is relative to
the Home position. The first segment of the trajectory started from
take-off controlled manually by the safety-pilot (RC) and switched
to autonomous mode after 23 seconds. Three laps were tested with
different PID gains for tuning the roll command.

with COTS board and a new development environment for
software validation. The SLUGS II autopilot obtains the same
functionality in the migrated Simulink model as found in
the original model. The generated code uses on average
a 60% CPU loading. The reserve computation time leaves
enough computational resources for further enhancement
and evolution.

MSIL simulation tests the generated code in a flexible
and friendly environment that is committed to the sequence
of events in the software rather than to guarantee strong
real-time performance execution of the code. The system is
designed to be agnostic as to the type of phenomenon that is
being tracked and can be made to work well for a number of
different scenarios.

Wildfire incidents are an example of a stochastic phe-
nomenon, and knowing the fire boundary with high certainty
would improve decision making by the ground team.
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The data used to support the findings of this study are
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Indoor position estimation is essential for navigation; however, it is a challenging task mainly due to the indoor environments’
(a) high noise to signal ratio and (b) low sampling rate and (c) sudden changes to the environments. This paper uses a hybrid
filter algorithm for the indoor positioning system for robot navigation integrating Particle Filter (PF) algorithm and Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) filter algorithm to assure the continuity of the positioning solution. Additionally, the Hector Simultaneous
Localisation and Mapping (Hector SLAM) algorithm is used to map the environment and improve the accuracy of the navigation.
The paper implements the hybrid algorithm that uses the integrated PF, FIR, and Hector SLAM, using an embedded laser scanner
sensor. The hybrid algorithm coupled with Hector SLAM is tested in several scenarios to evaluate the performance of the system,
in terms of continuity and accuracy of the position estimation, and compares it with similar systems. The scenarios where the
system is tested include reducing the laser sensor readings (low sampling rate), dynamic environments (change in the location of
the obstacles), and the kidnapped robot situation. The results show that the system provides a significantly better accuracy and
continuity of the position estimation in all scenarios, even in comparison with similar hybrid systems, except where there is a high
and constant noise, where the performance of the hybrid filter and the simple PF seems almost the same.

1. Introduction

The positioning technologies have faced several challenges
for indoor applications. Reference [1] studied several most
widely used positioning technologies, including Wireless
Local Area Network (e.g., Wi-Fi) based systems, Blue-
tooth Low Energy (BLE), Ultra-Wide Band (UWB), Inertial
Navigation Systems (INS), Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID), and Tactile based systems, from fitness-for-purpose
point of view, and concluded that, for almost all of the
indoor Location Based Services (LBS) applications, including
indoor navigation, none of these stand-alone positioning
technologies could yet provide the required level of positional
accuracy and continuity.

One of the biggest challenges of indoor localisation is the
existence of a relatively high ratio of noise to signal. Also,
Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS), where the received signal does
not traverse the direct path between the receiver and the

transmitter, introduces a big challenge for the ranging-based
positioning systems. This is a common situation where the
positioning technology is being used for indoor applications.
To handle some of these issues, up to some degrees, many
of the positioning systems use a state estimator for an
estimated but accurate position solution in a cluttered and
noisy environment [2], such as inside the buildings. The
state estimator, which is also called the stochastic filter, is a
mathematical algorithm that estimates the state variables of a
system from noisy and biased measurements [3].

One of the most widely used state estimators is Kalman
filter (KF), which functions particularly well for the linear
systems with a Gaussian noise [4]. For indoor localisation,
the state-space model is typically nonlinear; therefore, the
nonlinear filters such as the Extended (or Enhanced) Kalman
filter (EKF) and the Particle Filter (PF) could respond better
[2, 3]. The PF, e.g., Monte Carlo Localization (MCL), can
provide with a better performance, in comparison with the
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EKF, in the highly nonlinear environments [5]. While the
EKF requires the initial position and can only solve the
relative positioning solutions [2], e.g., for tracking purposes
[6], the ability of the PF to function and provide the
positioning solutions with no initial (a priori) data allows
many applications to apply and use it. In addition, the PF
is relatively easier to implement, particularly in comparison
with the EKF [7]. However, the PF performance is highly
associated with the sample distribution and diversity, which
can be an issue in systems that are based on the low rate
sampling. The loss of diversity among the samples may result
in failing to estimate the state or potentially the large estima-
tion errors [8].This is referred as the sample impoverishment
problem and can happen when the measurement noises are
small and/or the number of particles is not enough. To handle
this, several attempts have been made and some solutions
are provided. They include the Regularized Particle Filter
(RPF) [9], Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) move step
[10], and combined/integrated Particle and Kalman filters
[11]. Despite these, the enhanced versions of the PF may still
not be able to prevent and/or cop with the sample impover-
ishment completely. In addition, there may a compromised
performance for the PF, and in the extreme cases, the filter
can fail to function completely [8]. Such extreme cases can
include the situations that have got a very small measurement
noise or a very low number of particles [12]. There are
various preventive methods against sample impoverishment
andPF failures.However, they concluded that an effective and
general remedy to cure a completely failed (or diverging) PF
has yet to be proposed [13].

This paper applies a hybrid filter that integrates PF and
Finite Impulse Response filtering (FIR), which has been
proposed by [13], and couples it with a Hector SLAM algo-
rithm to improve the performance, i.e., accuracy, reliability,
and continuity of the localisation under harsh conditions.
This system is tested using a laser scanner sensor embedded
in a robot to measure the performance of the system in
different challenging scenarios and compare the results with
the systems that use (a) PF/FIR only [13], and (b) Particle
Filter only. While laser scanner can be considered as a stand-
alone positioning technology, the hybrid filter uses a PF as
the core main filter, integrated and enhanced by another
robust FIR filter, based on the proposed scheme by [13].
The PF estimates the state of the robot in the ‘normal’
condition, i.e., where there is no sample impoverishment or
positioning solution failure. Once an enormous estimation
error is detected, the FIR filter starts functioning and helps
the PF to recover. Note the hybrid system does not enhance
the PF and so it can be integrated into currently developed
and deployed PF-based systems.Thenovelty of the paper is to
use this integrated PF-FIR system [13] with a Hector SLAM
for simultaneously localisation and mapping purposes. Also,
this paper usesManhattan distance for PF failure detection as
it seems more compatible with the grid-based environment
where the experiments are conducted. So, the system uses a
hybrid filter to integrate PF and FIR, which prevent the PF
failure, while a laser scanner embedded on a robot is used
to apply Hector SLAM and improve the continuity, usability
of the system at different scenarios. This will be examined

through some experiments where the system is tested with
different sampling rates and noises levels imposed to the
system and/or the environments.

The used hybrid filter coupled with Hector SLAM
is implemented and several experiments and tests are
conducted in both simulation and real-world environ-
ments in different scenarios, including environments with
dynamic/changing obstacles and at different levels of noise.
The proposed system also compared against (a) PF only and
(b) the hybrid only systems. The results of the experiments
show that the hybrid system coupled with Hector SLAM
improves the continuity and reliability of the positioning
solutions, particularly in harsh scenarios where the number
of particles and/or level of measurement noise may be low.
Also, it seems to function with better robustness in the
case of extreme noise in comparison with FP/FIR, where
usually PF fails to function. Also, the tests show that the used
hybrid filters (both with and without Hector SLAM) continue
functioning and so are able to solve the kidnapped robot
situations.

This paper is organised as follows: the next section is
about the mathematical background of the hybrid filter,
explaining the principles of the PF and FIR separately. Then
the hybrid filter is explained in detail. Then the implementa-
tions of the used hybrid filter and the experiments at different
scenarios are discussed. And finally, there is a conclusion and
a forward-looking discussion on future work.

2. System Design

In order to estimate the state of a system, one of the most
widely used approaches is Bayesian filter framework, which
uses the observed values and the corresponding confidence
coefficients, i.e., the covariance matrix, to estimate the state
of the system [14]. For many linear variables, the Kalman
filter can accurately estimate the state using a Gaussian
distribution [2]. However, for nonlinear variables, the KF
may not be able to provide an accurate estimation and so
an enhancement is needed. The EKF algorithm is used for
the linear approximation of a nonlinear system using the
Gaussian distribution [2]. In contrast, the Particle Filter
estimates the state of the nonlinear (non-Gaussian) systems
using a set of the particles distributed in the state space [14,
15]. So, the Particle Filter provides a numerical approximation
for the nonlinear problem [16].

While the Particle Filter can approximate the nonlinear
systems numerically, PF may fail due to a wide range of
reasons [3, 8] and so resetting the failed PF is important
to have a continuous state estimation. Resetting the failed
PF also means generating new particles. To generate new
particles, this paper uses Finite Impulse Response.

FIR has been applied by several positioning systems,
particularly as an alternative to the filters with Infinite
Impulse Response structures such as Kalman filter [13, 17–
21]. FIR can improve the overall performance of such systems
[18–20] as it provides with a robust response despite the
availability of noise and/or model parameter uncertainty [18].
While the PF is basically an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR)
filter, which can potentially provide a more accurate position
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Figure 1: Flowchart of hybrid particle/FIR filtering algorithm [13].

estimation than FIR filters generally, itmay fail to estimate the
state if there is the case of sample impoverishment. To keep
the balance hybrid filter (PF and FIR) may provide a good
solution. The hybrid filter allows overcoming the issues and
limitations of either the stand-alone versions of the PF and the
FIR filters [13]. This paper uses the hybrid filter, combining
the PF and the FIR, to provide a reliable, continuous, and
robust position estimation. The hybrid filter acts like a PF as
long as it can estimate the state. As soon as an extreme noise
or any other circumstances that could fail the functionality
of the PF, the FIR filter takes over and assures the continuity
of the position estimation. However, this paper couples the
hybrid filter with a Hector SLAM for even more continuity
and autonomy of the whole system.

The hybrid filter uses the PF as its main filter in normal
conditions, and as soon as any abnormality occurs it uses
FIR to recover the whole system.The hybrid filter, integrating
PF and FIR, was initially proposed by [13] and its general

process is represented in Figure 1. As the flowchart (Figure 1)
illustrates, having been initialised and calibrated, the PF starts
functioning. As long as there is no failure diagnosed in the
PF, the system relies solely on the PF. This means the relative
position of the robot, which can be used for calculation of
heading and absolute position, is estimated by the PF. This is
mainly because the PF can provide the system, as a whole,
with a better performance in comparison with the hybrid
filter [13]. However, in the case of PF failure, the FIR takes
over and estimates the state and error. FIR is practically an
auxiliary or a backup filter that only acts as a plan B, i.e.,
when the PF fails to estimate the state. The estimation of the
state and error from the FIR are fed into the ‘initialisation’
phase and based on these a secondary initial sample set is
generated.

In order to identify a failure in the PF, a diagnosis
algorithm which uses the Manhattan distance is proposed
and used by this paper. This is basically because the maps
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are available as a raster file, i.e., Pixels and grids with values,
where Manhattan distance seems more compatible choice
[22, 23].

2.1. The Failure Diagnosis. The PF failure can be caused by
several reasons; one of the most common reasons behind
it is the sample impoverishment, which is also a relatively
difficult case to handle [24]. This paper used an algorithm
that diagnoses the failure if either (a) the majority of the
predicted states fall outside the uncertainty ellipse or (b) the
distance between the prediction and the actual samples is
too big. These two categories of the PF failure symptoms
can be associated with the concepts of accuracy and bias,
respectively.

The first category uses the concept of uncertainty ellipse;
this paper uses Manhattan distance for the outlier detection.
While Manhattan distance is relatively simple to implement,
it is powerful way to detect the outliers. It is particularly
compatible with the grid/pixel-based input data, i.e., raster
maps and spatiotemporal intervals for location updates.
The points, which fall outside the 99% confidence interval
(3 standard deviations from the average of the distance
between the predicted points and the actually measured
locations) can be identified as outliers. After identification
of outlier points and recognising the PF failure, FIR takes
over.

One of the important inputs for robot navigation is the
map of the environments. In some cases, the maps can
be extracted from the building plans while in other cases
the map plan is being generated simultaneously while the
rover is moving and sensing. In such cases, the autonomous
moving object, here the robot, must be able to both estimate
the position and also create the map. While the position
estimation itself requires a map and for mapping, the local-
isation is essential too. In this regard, this paper uses the
simultaneous approach; i.e., the processes ofmapping and the
robot position estimation are conducted simultaneously. This
is called Simultaneous Localization andMapping [25]. SLAM
uses the correlation between the estimated robot position and
the ‘as-built’ or the under-construction map [25, 26]. The
map, generated while navigating the robot, is fed into the
system, recursively. The implementation of the whole system
is explained in the next section.

3. Implementations

In this section, the implementation of the system, i.e., the
hybrid Particle Filter and the Finite Impulse Response filter,
using a mobile robot with a laser sensor for Hector SLAM, is
described (see Figure 2). The hardware and then the imple-
mentation of the system using the Robot Operating System
(ROS), which is the software used for the customization and
the development of the hybrid filter algorithm, are described
in this section.

As shown in Figure 2, a robot with an embedded LIDAR
sensor is used to implement and test the position obtained
by the hybrid filter algorithm. The operating system is run
on the Raspberry Pi3 and an Arduino Uno board to feed
and steer the motors. It also has got two 35rpm motors and

Figure 2: Robot used for implementation and test. Equipped with a
RPLIDAR A1 scanner.

one 40Ah drivers. An A1 RPLIDAR scanner is used, which
has been the most recent version at the time of development
and applied bymany new systems. The RPLIDARA1 scanner
provides an angular resolution of 1440 scans per second
and a diagnostic length of 6 meters with a measurement
range of 360 degrees. The robot controller, Raspberry Pi3,
is embedded on an ARM-A7 processor runs on the ROS
system under the Ubuntu Linux where all robot software
runs.Themain purpose of the robot controllers is to calculate
the position of the robot and also to send commands to the
robot.

The implementation of the used system results in the
development of a piece of software, which is in charge of
controlling the robot and estimating the position, as shown
in Figure 3.

In this paper uses a hybrid filter algorithm for the indoor
positioning system for robot navigation using PF and FIR to
assure the continuity of the positioning solution, as proposed
and implemented by [13]. To improve this hybrid filter,
however, this paper uses Manhattan distance for PF failure
detection and also couples it with Hector SLAM for more
autonomy. First, themap of the environment is created, either
manually or using SLAM. In this paper, the initial map is
generated manually but it is updated by SLAM. This process
is explained in more detailed in the next subsection. The data
capture is initiated by the laser scanner. Collected data are
sent to the ROS system, which includes a particle filtering
module. As it mentioned, in this project ROS is the basis of
the customization and development. This is mainly because
it is very well developed in terms of most the packages
and libraries that are essential or useful for positioning
and navigation purposes, e.g., locating. This minimizes the
software development and programming phase, as somebasic
functionalities already exist. Also, it allows sending data using
a variety of standardized message formats, which could be
useful for any further development and test of the used system
by other sensors.

The developed piece of software represented in the ROS
node with a publisher name, which is responsible for sending
all measured data from the robot. Figure 4 shows the sender
(node) of all ROS data.

The LIDAR scanner with a laser scan node captures data
and sends it to ROS. The RPLIDAR A1 scanner reads data
with the angular resolution of 360-degree omnidirectional
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and the frequency of 5.5 Hz. However, the software is
designed to work with lower resolution and/or frequency at
other scenarios.

The physical position of the sensors in relation to other
parts of the robot is very important; TF in ROS allows nodes
to communicate with each other in a distributed computing
environment. ROS packages usually use the system clock
as a time source for synchronization. In this project, the
system with synchronized SSH clock has a static and fast
structure.

3.1. Mapping. As explained earlier, this paper uses the simul-
taneous approach, i.e., the processes ofmapping and the robot
position estimation are conducted simultaneously. Hector
SLAM algorithm is used to correlate the estimated robot
position and the ‘as-built’ or the under-construction map
[26].

To create the map, Hector SLAM modules, which have
been made available by the software package, are used
at different instances. Hector SLAM functions based on
different sensors samples, along with a metadata specifying
the number of parameters such as map frames and sensor
data format; see Figures 5 and 6.

4. Results

This subsection explains the implementations of the hybrid
filter applying a laser scanner data. Different scenarios that
may result in the Particle Filter failure are designed and
four experiments were conducted. They include the cases
examining the performance of the hybrid filter exposed
to (a) low sampling of the laser scanner readings, (b) the
kidnapped robot, and (c) in a dynamic environment. The
results are then compared with both normal situations where
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Figure 5: Map Construction by Hector SLAM.

Figure 6: Representation of robot position using hybrid Particle Filter and Finite Impulse Response in Rviz.

the Particle Filter solely can estimate the state with no
failure.

To have a benchmark, firstly, the hybrid system run on
the robot is tested under normal conditions. The robotmoves
in a counter clockwise direction in a rectangular trace (1m
∗0.5m). For each scenario, the same planned path is taken
by the robot and the error is calculated based on the same
formula.

4.1. Robot Position Estimation with Low Samples. In this
scenario, the laser scanner sensor measures low samples, i.e.,
the number of measured points reduced to 360 samples in
360∘. Note that, in the normal scenarios, the laser scanner
sensor measures 1440 samples in 360∘ (noise: 𝛿=0.5).

As shown in Figure 7, the Particle Filter provides poor
performance due to the low number of sample points, while
the hybrid filter offers a lower location error. The estimated
path is shown in Figure 8.

4.2. The Kidnapped Robot Problem. The kidnapped robot
problem is one of the most challengeable problems in the

robot positioning. To handle this, a position estimation
algorithm is needed that is able to recover from a high level
of error and noise. The kidnapped robot problem is studied
in three phases:

(1) Themobile robot starts from the beginning point and
moves on the straight line.

(2) After traversing 30cm, the robot suddenly jumps
(kidnapped) to 80 cm.

(3) Then continuous to move on the straight line in a
similar direction.

Since the sudden jump is not feasible for the robot applied
here, while possible in other autonomous rovers such as
drones, this scenario is tested in a simulated environment.
However, the simulation allows the position estimation algo-
rithm to be tested under any other unpredictable behaviours,
including the kidnapped robot problem. Figure 9 shows the
trajectory of the movements, i.e., actual path, estimated by PF,
and estimated by the hybrid filter.
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Figure 10 illustrates the level of error from the position
estimation of the two filters, i.e., PF only and the hybrid
(PR/FIR), before and after the kidnapped robot occurrence,
i.e., two peaks. As shown in Figure 10, the hybrid PF/FIR filter
provides with better accuracy and also continues to track the
robot after a shorter transient period.

4.3. Dynamic Environments. The last experiment is to test
the performance of the hybrid filter in a dynamic and
changing map. Any changes to the robot map would be very
difficult to handle for the positioning and tracking system
as the most of indoor positioning technologies are based
on relative (dead reckoning) localisation and so the change
can have a significant impact on the position estimation. In
this experiment, the robot moves through the map where
an existing map is fed to the system, instead of creating the
map on the fly (SLAM). Then a sudden change occurs in the
surroundings of the robot.This experiment, i.e., the change in
the environment map, is conducted for each of filters, and the
position estimation error is measured. As shown in Figure 11
the hybrid filter provides with a better accuracy compared to
the Particle Filter.

As discussed above, in the three scenarios of a lower
sampling rate, kidnapped robot, and dynamic environment,
the position estimation of the robot with an embedded
laser scanner sensor has got a lower level of overall error.
Table 1 shows the improvement (percentage) of the overall
accuracy of the hybrid filters used with respect to the PF only
estimation.

Figure 12 compares the average accuracy of the PF
only, hybrid filter (without Hector SLAM) and the proposed
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Table 1: Decrease or increase of the hybrid PR/FIR filter in relation
to PF only scenarios.

Experiment (scenario) Improvement
Kidnapped Robot 14.56%
Dynamic map 12.33%
360 beam reading laser 11.8%

system which couples the hybrid (PF and FIR) with Hector
SLAM. As it is shown in Figure 12, the proposed system
provides an overall higher accuracy and better robustness
(particularly with high noise where both PF only and hybrid
filter-only systems have got a peak, see the transparent box).

5. Conclusion

This paper used a hybrid (PF/FIR) algorithm for robot
positioning in harsh environments, where there are more
noise and sudden changes. The hybrid filter algorithm is
implemented in three different scenarios; each could poten-
tially fail the PF, which is the most commonly used filter
in nonlinear cases. Those scenarios include the kidnapped
robot, changing/dynamic environments, high noise to signal
ratio, and lower sampling rate. The results of the implemen-
tations using a laser scanner sensor show the hybrid filter
provides a more accurate, continuous, and reliable position
estimation. The flexibility of the hybrid filter algorithm to be
applied by any PF and/or any FIR filter allows taking this

research to another level and perhaps overcoming the NLOS
situation.
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